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Dear reader,

This "letter" is a plea for your indulgence of the errors 4n
typing and mimeographing as well AR the wording ane stria whoeh

you will find in this document.

The writer had to make a choice between taking more time to

revise the study, thus delaying its distribution or putting it out

in rather rough, though readable style. The latter course was chosen

because some of the data were in danger of becomi'g out-of-date and

because the life of an averaete college teacher does not permit large

amounts of time to be spent on extensive revision.

Please read the material presented here with a blind eye to the

mistakes of a mechanical nature. It is hoped that the substaneq of

the study will outweigh the deficiency in form.

Thank you for your forbearance.

Richard B. Dierenfield
Professor or Education
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BESI CCM MRILMILE FOREWORD

This study was undertaken out of the deep conviction that

American high schools do not have a systematic approach toware

individualizing the education process. Students are fed in at the

7th or 10th grade end and proceed rather anonymously to the

point where they graduate or drop out. Sometimes counsellors are

involved personally with the students but usually only if they

are bright and college bound or if they are constant trouble -

makerr:. Teachers sometimes form personal relationships with their

pupils but for the most part the heavy teaching load of large classes

precludes much of this. The semester course and now the "mini course"

doe3 not allow much time for personal relationships to develop. As a

result, a large majority of our students go through secondary school

with little individual attachment to the faculty or the certainty

that any staff member will concern himself/herself with particular

pupils.

After living and studying in England on a number of

occasions over a period of years, the writer has been struck by the

desire of English educators to exercise what they cell "pastoral

care" for young people in secondary school. This feeling was

strengthened by the very positive experience the writer's older

son had through a year as a house member in an English secondary

school. When the American problem is coupled with the English

7



solution the present study is the almost inescapable-result,

One point should be clarified at the start. The author

holds no preconceived brief for the pastoral care approach afforded

by the house system over of possible types, i.e. the year system_

or school system. all three have convincing arguments-over the

others as well as shortcomings which may detract from their worth.

Since, under the circumstances, it was possible only to examine..ome--

approach and because the writer has sera'the effectiveness of the

house system it was decided to deal with it. The real point is

that pastoral care is treated seriously in English secondary schools

no matter which type is used and, as a result, individual problems

are treated and personal development is facilitated.

The following pages contain material which, hopefully,

will be of interest to both American and English educators. To

Americans because it describes and analyzes a process of individual-

izing secondary education which could help to answer a very real

problem in our high schools. To English educators because it

presents some new data, not only on the house eystem in comprehensive-

schools but on the feelings of students toward their houses and the

system in general.

The writer wishes to thank the many people who have helped

in making this study possible:

The Chief Education Officers of the county education

authorities, city borough authorities and London Borough-Author-

ities whovermitted the survey to be conducted in their Areas.

- 2



The headmasters/mistresses and others mho took time to

fill out the questionnaire.

The headmasters /mistresses who permitted their schools to

be used for the completion of pupil questionnaires.

The pupils of comprehensive schools who completed these

forms telling of their feelings about houses in their schools.

The heads, housemasters/mistresses, and house tutore.who

gave of their time to talk to the writer about.their houses and

answer his questions.

Thu assistance of the Library staff and Mr. Guillaume at

the National Foundation for Educational Research was of real value.

Finally the writer's gratitude is great to tha staff of

the Library of the Department of Education and Science, York. Road,

London. Miss Jepson, Library Director and particularly to Mrs. Byrnes,.

Assistant Library Director for their many. services and kindnesses.

Richard B. Dierenfield
Macalester College
St, Faul. Minnesota
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Glossary rms

To the American reader:

In the fullowing paper a number of words will be used, the

meaning of which may not be clear to those unacquainted with the

English system of education. These terms will be defined here.

Chief Education Officer - The person in charge of the school system

of a county or city borough. They correspond to school district

superintendents in the United States except that in county boroughs

the area involved is often larger then cost American school dis-

tricts. They range from only a few schools to great areas with

many schools of all types. Chief education officers are responsible

to the Local Education Authority which is a part of the Borough or

County government.

cmmpallamljs1:22. A general oane for a type of secondary

school in England which, as its name implies, takes all the students

of school age who wish publicly supported education. In a number

of boroughs it replaces the system which divided the schools into

spinner for the moat able, secondary for the great majority

of average students, and technical for those wishing a more vocation-

al education.

.....n........._______L...._...,,....tiDertmeatofEduonandScience -A division of the English

government which deals with general education in England from infant

day care centers through graduate schools and adult education. The

D.E.S. works in cooperation with Local Education Authorities on

many matters of both policy and operation.



Forms - Refers to the Levels of a secondary school. -Forms correspcod-

to grade levels of American high schools as follows:

7th grade let Form

8th grade 2nd Form

9th grade 3rd Fong

lOth grade 4th Form

11th grade 5th Form

12th grade 1st Year 6th Form

College Freshman 2nd Year 6th Form

Most English comprehensive schools have all 6 form, although since

education is compulsory only to age 16 the 6th Forma in maw schools

are rather smaller than the others.

Grammar School - A secondary school which is found lu nein place.

in England and has its roots deep in history. Today it caters to

those students who have marked academi ability and are selected

to attend it. Public funds are used to operate it. Generally,

where there are comprehensive schools there are usually not grammar

schools in the isiam system.

Heads of Houses - A teacher (or master) of a school who has been

designated as leader of the house system in that school. Usually

be is responsible to the headmaster /mistress for house operation

and coordinates the efforts of housemaster and housetutor in

fulfilling house duties.



Headmaster/Mistress -The-person-who-lachargedwith-the'respen--,;

ability for the successful operation of a.secondevy-school4 mer
.

she corresponds to the high school principal except that a head.;.

master/mistress is a sore powerful leader than most principals: -

The decision making power of a head, while usually exereised_im::

wide consultation with others is. Brach more ostensive than -the -

average principal.

Housemaster - A teacher who has been chosen.- usually by the. -head- !

vaster /mistress, to be in charge of a house of the school. 1Se suet

see to it that the house operation succeede and his duties .extend

from training tutors to dealing with parents,.to.keeping records

straight to counselling with pupils, etc.

House Systes - A type of pastoral care which divides a- schoci. into.

"house, usually for about 100 to 300 students. A teacher designated.

as housemaster leads the house assisted by other- teachers call6d

house tutors. Personal interest in and care for each student by a

member of the house staff encourages closer relationships between

adults and pupils. The house is a "vertical systsa' in that it in-

cludes students from several forms, often from 1st through the 6th

form. It is sometimes combined with "year" and "school" systems.

House Tutor -A teacher who has been chosen to ilerk with groups of

20-30 pupils usually as a part of a larger house. The duties of

the tutor are usually divided, between academic. and personal counsel:-

lug of individuals iu his/her tutor group. Often he/she stays with

a group from the time they enter school till they leave thus allow-



ing. for a good .deal- of personal ralatiouship and ii -depth counseling.

L.E.A. - Local Education Mgchority, the official. govsraing body for

schools in a particular district. It is made up partly of elected

members of the local borough council rr county council plus addition-

al persons from educational and other concerned bodies.

Merit Points - (or Rouse Points) - Credits given for good work by

pupils in a variety of areas. Competition between houses may be

set up in such categories as community service, games and sports,

and academic work. Teach,',rs and tutors award merit points for CI-

usually meritorious work in ;,,,lay of these areas. All the points of

a particular house are totaled .!or a period of time and prizes are

awarded for winners in this coupe tition. In some schools demerits

Gre given.

Mixed School - A school with both boy..i and girls attending in the

same classes.

Pastoral Care - The process whereby the personal and academic needs

of the pupils of a school are met through varying means by the staff

of that school.

Prefect - A senior student or students who have been appointed to

assist housemasters and housetutors in the operation of the house.

They are usually 5th or 6th form students. Rouse prefects often

come from Sth form while school prefects are chosen from house

prefects.

Public School.. - Really a private school which controls admission on

the basis of its own criteria and charges tuition. Priapus "public"

schools are Eton, Rugby, Harrow, Charterhouse, St. Paul, Westmins-

ter, etc.



ramcmBuilt School - An institution whie-1 has been designed -end

constructed with particular fueztious in minds With reference to

this study purpose built schools have special blocks for house

functions.

School Systems, - A type of pastoral care organisation in secondary

schools which divides the school into two or three parts on the basis

of age levels. In two part school system there arc "Lower" and

"Upper" Schools with Lover generally referring-to Forms 16 Us

and 199 and upper to Form V and VI. The three part school .system-----

involves "Lower", "Middle", and "Upper" Schools with forms split

among three levels. It is partly a "vertical" system and partly a

"horizontal" system. Sometimes it Is cowbined with other systems

house and year.

Seconds School - A type of secondary school used in miry

parts of England which students of average and belier-average ability

attend. It is cosbined with the grammar school for the most able

students sad the technical school to fora a system of secondary"'

education in any Local Education Authorities.

Tutor Group, - A small group of .iitudents (20 to 30) made up of mimed

ability and headed by a faculty mewhar as house tutor. They belong

also to a larger group asking up a house of roughly 100-300 pupils.

The tutor group often grows into a closely knit group and the house

tutor has an opportunity to become well ammoniated with each pupil

and can offer camel and aid to individuals who used it.

Tear System - A type of pastoral care operation..caLled. "horizontal"

in which a secondary-school...is ow...mired into groups according to



the year level of students in school. lst Fora would be a year

group, 2nd Fora and so on. Each year group is directed by * year

master and smaller component bodies are cared for by year tutor*.

This is sometimes combined with other pastoral. ears grouping such

as the house or school systems.



CHAPTER I

A BRIEF LOOK AT THE PROBLEM AND A POTENTIAL SOLUTION

The Problem - The problem quite simply stated and generally re-

cognized is that a great many students attending American secondary

schools are rather anonymous to school administrators and teachers.

For the most part they are not the brilliant students, outstanding

athletes, actors musicians, etc., nor are they those constantly

in trouble with the school or local authorities. They ere the huge

"middle" between the extremes - those who succeed in remaining-with-

out close contact with any teacher or other school official.

It is this large group of students which is the object

of this study. it is hoped that by discribing and analyzing the

"house system" as used in English comprehensive schools many elements

and features will be seen as adaptable into American junior and

senior high schools. Since one of the primary aims of the house

system is to provide a setting whereby each student will be well

known by at least one member of the staff, the relationship to the

problem in American schools becomes clear.

Personal Relationships in American Schools - The large American

secondary school is a fixture on the educational scene, By "large"

is meant any instituvion with more than 1000 students enrolled.

The problem is not alone one of "largeness" but of an organizational

structure which does not foster close relationships between every

student and one or another faculty member. The English schools,

especially the comprehensive school is frequently large even ac-



cording to our definition. 1 A fundamental difference between the

English and American secondary school centers on the amount.ofper-r.

sonalization through individualized faculty - student contact

which exists. This statement is not meant to imply that American

teachers are cold, uncerned and devoid of interest in students of

their school. Or on the other hand that English teachers are un-

iformly devoted to the total welfare of every pupil in their sch;o1..

What is being said refers to the institutional interestjn-the

dividual student as manifested in the school organization -

specifically the hot,*. System. Let us briefly examine how English

and Anerican.conprehensivs-secondary-school, compare-regarding

planned and organized systems of pupil-faculty contact.

The typical American high school is structured so that the

student reports to his "homeroom" for the first 5-10 minutes of the

morning. Here attendance is taken, announcements are read and ad-

ministrative 4".etails are handled. The original idea behind the

homeroom envisaged a much longer period of time and a much closer

relationship between the homeroom teacher and each student. This

concept has been eroded for many reasons to the point where, for

the most part, only perfunctory, routine school business is trans-

acted in homoroom periods.

1 In a 1973 list published by the Department of Education and
Science, over 500 comprehensive schools of over 1000 were

11



There are other means of contact between teachers and

student to be sure. In addition to teaching contact which-of -course--

is important, but is held in common by both English and American

schools, there are guidance counsellors and extracurricular act-

ivities. The guidance counsellor is generally overworked, often

having several hundred students to look out for. He /she is re-

sponsible for much of the vocational-personal-academic guidance

of the school and as a consequence may not even acquainted with

many of his /her charges. These tend to be the non brilliant, non-

troublesome middle mass. Some individual contact takes place in

extracurricular activities but again it is often the talented

students who take part in them and the interest of the teacher

centers on the work of the extracurricular activity, not the students'

broad academic and personal development. The contact between student

and teacher in the course of class meetings, of course, is im-

portant and sometimes crucial if a close relationship develops, It

is often haphazard and here again the teacher with 150-200 students

to meetly day will attend to those in trouble or know the bright

students best. Again the "middle mass" is adrift.

Personal l latiogohip in English House System

This picture is in direct contrast with what takes place

in a comprehensive secondary school in England operating an efficient

house system. This is not to say that the house system does not

have problems and these will be covered later in the paper. When

given enough time, space, and personnel, however the house can play.

a valuable part in.helping-each-student of tfie.ichool.



foI co m°61°1
The house system will be dealt with very briefly now as

it will be described in detail later. It involves diving a large-

school into several component parts (houses) on a vertical plan.

While the concept varies in practice the ideal consists of groups

of 100-200 pupils forming a house with a housemaster/mistress in

charge of the total group assisted by several house tutors re-

sponsible for smaller groups of 20-30 students. Ideally the student

remains a member of the same group from the time they enter the

school until they leave. The tutor and his group meet. frequently.

on a social basis and there is much formal and informal counseling

given. The housemaster/mistress alsoknows-every ~ember of the

house and follows each student's progress closely. The function

of the house involves not only counseling, but social development

within the tutor group as well as the more diverse house group.

Often a relationship is built up swag members of the house through

competition with other houses on both the academic and sports level.

Opportunities for leadership are offered through house organization

and activiLiee. It can be seen from this short description that,

if properly handled, the house system is a vehicle which can be

used to help every ntudent in a school receive guidance and personal

contact encouraging maximum individual development.

TheEnlistreheneiveSchool - A word of explanation should be

offered here to clarify the term comprehensive secondary school.

Most Americt= high schools are comprehensive in that the great major-

it7 .4 students attend them and they attempt to serve all .the diverse
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elements of a community. In England the situation is different.

The elitist tradition in education is still strong although not as

powerful as it has been in the past. Even now however, many private,

selective secondary schools cater to those who want something extra

for which they are willing to pay. The Education Act of 1944, still

a great influence in English education, set up three types of second-

ary schools - the grammar school for the most *bleb the secondary

modern for the great majority and the technical for those interested

in a particular vocational type of education. Some people felt this

furthered class divisions and that a single high school which en-

rolled children of every class and ability would help to act as a

democratizing element and assist also in breaking down distinction of

caste, This type of institution came into existence shortly after

World War II and has grown in popularity until in 1973 a survey, by

the Department of Education and Science revealed 10835 such schools

in England and Wales. Unfortunately comprehensive education has

be' me somewhat of a political football in recent years. The Labor

Party has favored the comprehensive school whereas the Conservatives

have gener.11y endorsed the grammar- secondary modern split. It is

not epproprlate to delve into the partisan aspects of the question

here. This review is given as background for the selection of the

comprehensive school as the type of institution used in this study.

It represents the school most closely resembling the typical American

high echor..1,, If the house system can be made to operate successfully

in Piglish cmprehensive schools, there is reason to feel it can be

adapted to its New World counterpart.

-14-
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Very few American school officials have used a house

system type division as a method of decentralizing large-ochoola.

A few secondary schools have been structured to include'"scklas

within schools" fumes long ago as 1919. By 1960 about 50 schools

had some type of decentralization either vertical or horizontal.

The most widely used approach has been to divide large-schools-into.'

smaller. schools using common facilities but each with its oun ad--

ministrative officers and teaching staff. One. approach used by

an American "school within a school" involved having all required

courses taken within the smaller unit while all elective subjects

would be taken through the common facilities of the large school and

be open to all students. This plan has been described by Plath with

some background relationship included on the house system'.
2

Before providing a description of the house system as it

now exists, it may be well to set down briefly some points about .its

evolution. This will not only provide necessary background for an

understanding of its present situation but give reference for some

criticism of the system by its opponents.

HouiELLSms21.2.1as Long History -;-The "house system" as its name implies

has roots in "houses" where students lived while they went to school.

Its origins extend back to the early day& of organized secondary ed-

ucation in England. It has counterparts in the "college system" at

Oxford and Cambridge where students lived together in small organized

groups with leadership and discipline coming frost tutors and dons

and comradahip coe.in from relations with other students in a common

devition to similar ideals. .

2 KaTalrTralggaiato---------sWitSclhinoo
Ormalagas, Caciadary School Administration Series, Teachers
College, Columbia University, New York, 1965.

- 15 -
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The "public" schools of England began by enrolling; only

"scholars" or those whose tuition and expenses were paid by the

school foundation and who lived on the school premises. Other young

men applied for admission and were allowed to attend school but could

not live in the school. These "foreigners" or those who paid their

own school costs often lodged with local people. At first there was

no control by school authorities over the type and quality of housing

for students. At Eton and other schools boarding houses were operated

by "dames" for profit. Because of the flagrant_advantage_taken of

the boys by their landladies, it became customary for students to

live only in houses approved by school authorities. The next step

was to appoint tutors to live in these facilities, help the boys

with their lessons and supervise their conduct. The control of this

organization was held by the headmaster of the school. The final

step was to build or operate houses or dornitories with the school

completely in charge of all aspects of the house. This plan has

continued for hundreds of years at private boarding schools and is

at present the method of operation under which thousands of boys and

girls live at school in England.

Prefects were appointed from very early times from among

the older students to help the housemaster not only with administrativ

tasks, but also to assist with some instruction find. administer dis-

cipline as well.

The house systemves.designed primarily for private board-

ing schools but in the last part of the 19th.century.more.secondary

- 16 -
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schools were being built for greatly increased &sand. The ad.

vantages of the )ouse system were such that it was felt that it

should be incorporated into these new institutions. The earliest

attempt to develop a house system in a typical day school is found

in the Bristol Grammar School in 1892. This was followed by other

schools a few years later - King Edward's High School, Birmingham

(1904) and Bury Grammar School (1905). Since then it has become a

commonly accepted fixture in most grammar schools.

When the comprehensive school developed after the 2nd

World War soma authorities felt the house system could be used to

advantage in this new type of school. The establishment of the

house system as a physical entity in comprehensive schools was the

contribution of the Coventry Local Education Authority. Between

1953-7, eitht comprehensive schools were constructed with special

sections for house quarters. These included essembly rooms - also

doubling as dining rooms, study rocas, staff rooms, housemaster/

mistress rooms plus cloakrooms, lockers, and lavatories.

Since the inception of comprehensive education, the problem

of the pastoral care of its student body has been a subject of con-

troversy. The issue has never been whether or not pastoral care

should be given. The question has been, should it be given through

the house systems -- horizontal organisation year system or upper,

middle, and laver school groupings. It is the subject of this

study to examine one of the options mentioned above to find out

its potential worth to somewhat similar institutions in the United

States of America.

-17-
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The rest of the paper will be organised in the following.

Way:

In Chapter II the house system and its place in the Com-

prehensive school be examined with reference to the general

organization of the school, the need for pastoral care and the

physical requiremeuts of a house system.

Chapter III deals with the operation of the house with

emphasis on the duties of the headmaster, head of houses, housemaster,

and house tutor. In addition some functional aspects will be shown

such as social, advlsing.disciplinary and competitive (motivational)

functions.

Chapter IV focuses on an analysis of the strengths and

weaknesses of the house systems as seen by authorities and exper-

ienced school personnel.

Chapter V describes the design of the questionnaire study

including the sampling techniques used.

Chapter VI includes results of the questionnaire studies

of both the house system operation in comprehensive schools and

student reaction to houses.

Chapter, VII is devoted to summing up the data and drawing

some conclusions about the house system in comprehensive schools.

- 18 -
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CHAPTER II

THE HOUSE SYSTEM IN COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOLS

The house system, it should be remembered, it a trans-

planted operation from the boarding, grammar school into a day,

comprehensive school. The success of its work depends in con

siderable degree on bow the school in structured, and how the system

is controlled and supervised es well as the allocation of-space-and

time for other functions. This chapter will concentrate on types

of pastoral ;mire organisation within schools, the relationship

of houses and physical plant, and finally the structuring of house

operations within the comprehensive school.

sofPastoralCarein_.,...alillbSecondaSclhoos

The British have a long standing attachment to all that is

personal in education and have .done a very great deal to maintain

the individuality of students in schools. In the days before mass

education this was much more easily managed with smaller schools and

lover teacher-pupil ratios. Today, with larger enrollments and

bigger classes the personal touch is a matter of concern to many

school people. Most of what the English have called "pastoral care"

has centered around the interest taken by the school as a whole but

in particular one or more faculty ,embers about the broad personal

and academic welfare of each student. Exactly how this is best done,

has been, is no.:;. and probably will continue to be a matter of con-

troversy. Severarpossible approaches are used and in some schools

more than one is employed at the same time. The three most

- 19 -
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commonly found are:

The House System

The Year System

The School System.

The house system...as previously mentioned, is the vertical

plan whereby students from all forms are put into a common group

with a housemaster and small group tutors or counsellor-advisors.

The concept is to provide a broad social interaction among-etudente.

of all ages, to give the.opportunity.for.leadership.to-more students,

to afford academic help to those in need of it and to give the

security and protection of a group to which the student belongs.

The "year" system is the horisontel approach to pastoral

care where all the cvdttnts of a partic!xlsr form belong to a certain

group, e.g. all 3rd formers (9th graders) would be placed together.

A year or fors easter takes charge of this group with tutors handling

smaller couponent parts of the total. The concept here is that most

of a child's friends will be in his/her age group and also that

pupils of a given age tend to be meeting similar problems - hence the

wisdom of placing the* together.

The "school" system is a combination of the vertical and

horizoctal plans. The number of divisions vary with the circumstances,

traditions, and philosophy of the school. It is oftenlound that a

school division amounts to this

Plan I
Lower School - Forms I & II (Grades 7 & 8)
Middle School - Forme III & IV (Grades 9 & 10)
Upper School - Forms V & VI (Grades 11, 12, & 13

-20-
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or
Lauer School - Forms I & II
Middle School - Forms III, IV, & V
Upper School - Form VI

Plan II
Lower School - Forms I, II & III (Grades 7, 8, 9)
Upper School - Forms IV, V & VI

(Grades 10, 11, 12, & 13)
(Form VI in Grades 12 & 13)

This 2nd Plan will look familiar to American educators as

a junior-senior hig3 school split. The difference between American

and Englaih operations lies in the amount of personal-attention-- --

given by the school master and school tutors to students in their

groups. Also, and this can be important, the school division and

the house systems are sometimes coMbined. Those problems which

are best handled by the school are dealt with by it as are those

most suited for the house are handled there. Among difficulties in

this combined division of school and house is that of divided

allegiance by the students and the large amount of time needed to

organize and supervise two such divisions as compared to only one.

Researcloonusestem

Previous surveys of comprehensive schools have revealed

the extent and type of pastoral care organizatioo employed by these

institutions. The Natioual Foundation For Educational Research in

England and Wales conducted two studies, one published in 1968 and

the other in 1970, dealing with various aspects of the comprehensive

school. Some selected information concerned with the house system

will be reported here. The "house" as involved here refers to all

such groupe whether or not they were concerned with extended and

deep relationship of staff with students or simply a.superficial



administrative instrument for handling routine duties.

The 1968 study3 reported that of 229 ,;hook responding-1n

a sample of 331, 90% had a house system.

Boys schools - 94% had houses
Girls schools - 71% had houses
Mixed echoole - 92% had houses

The size of school had some influence or whether a school had houses.

Less than 600 students
601 to 1000 students
Over 1000 students

- 95% had houses
- 894 had houses
- 86% had houses

Additional 'information on the,.isaixt.purp000n_of_ the, hone* system can.

be seen iron the following table.,
4

111.1111.1.110111M.1=1111MMINIMP

3 T. G. Monks, C. naive Education in En Lead and Wales
(Slough, England, 1+18---a--mn, tuca ion Research,
1968) page 41.

4 Monks op. cit. page 43



TABLE I

Main Purpose of House System In

Comprehensive Schools

plum

Administration
Registration - notices)

Social
7a;;;;. societies)

Curriculum

Vocational Guidance

Personal Guidance

Boys Girls Mixed
Schools Schools Schools

35.3% 17.1% 27.1%

91.2% 68.6% 88.2%

17.62 5.7% 14.5%

24.4% 11.4% 17.9%

58.8% 17.1% 32.4%

An apparent anomoly was revealed by another survey pub-

lished only two years later. Of a sample of 958 comprehensive

schools to which 728 responded only 35% had houses of any kind at

a11.
5

This compares to a figure of 90% only two years before. Some

details of the Bean -Simon study show that:

17% of the schools had only a house system of
organization

132 of the schools used house systes21u.s upper,
middle, and lower school organization

5% of the schools combined a house system with a
year organization

7t was found that the most common type of internal organization in

comprehensive schools was the "year type" - used in 40% of the

schools.

5 ro ine Senn an Brian Simon, Ha W -re: Report on the
British Co reheneive School Reforms on, McGraw Hill, 1970>

p. 19.
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Another survey conducted by the Naticual Foundation for

Educational Research supported the Bean, Simon findings. This work.

found that of 50 comprehensive schools which responded, only 11

had "strong" house systems while 7 used hoases but they were of

secondary importance to other forms of organization.
6

The discrepancy between the Monks study of 1968 and the

later investigations in terms of the use of the house system probably

has sound explanation but cannot be explored at this time. Since

the comprehensive school is a new institution it is Lkely to undergo

rapid changes expecially as many such schools have been built re-

cently. It is all the more necessary, therefore, to obtain up-to-

date information on this dynamic type of institution.

The findings of the writer's survey shed light on the sub-

ject, revealing that of the 138 schools responding (83 a of sample)

over 592 did have a house system. (Refer to Chapter VI for details).

This conflicts with the apparent decline shown in the surveys

mentioned above. Much additional information on this whole matter is

found in Chapter IV.

Thlihnisalllant_pe tbe House System

The matter of controversy among educators in comprehensive

schools deals with the question of whether or not a house system can

6 T.G. Monks, Comprehensive Education in Action (National Foundation-

for Educational Research, Slough, Bucks., England, 1970) p. 37.
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be operated effectively in buildings not especialiy constructed for

them. This issue is of real interest in any discussion as to

whether this type of organization can be adapted to American

echools since most of thee will not have been erected with the house

system in mind.

After reading the literature on the subject, visiting

achoole and talking to headmasters and housemaatersmistresses, it

appears to the author that it is fair to say this about the matter.

Schools that are purposely built for houses make their operation much

eaeler but two other considerations are of even greater moment. The

first is the organization of the system - the amount of time and sup-

port given and the responsibility and power placed into house

operation. The second is the skill, personality, and dedication of

the housemaster/mistress and house tutors in making the system work.

The following recent description of the house operation in

a London comprehensive school shows what can be done with very

minimum physical facilities, but a strong belief in the system and

a desire to make it work.

"The hrl. is e wiry real home to each boy; he wears
its flash (h..Ause patch or emblem), he plays sports for it
and b.: renntves his acftdenic reports, his medical cards
and all eevils:7:::4:::1 and pastoral v16,:mce through it. The
house room in or(m before school; at corning break for
talk and a cuateea; at lunch for nierild, for games and talk;
after school for over an hour for games or talk or a place
to do homework; one or two evenings a week each house hap a
Club Evening,. until 9:30. There 1.4 no School Parents
Associatii:ft, only House Associations."'

7 Caroline Henn and Brian Simon, op. cit., p. 223
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Another writer, however, emphasizes the concept of

"territorial imperative" in house operations and with it the im-

portance of a physical entity for the house:

Where there are house rooms, *mall halls, house
dining rooms and cloakrooms, it is possible for the group,
of people who fortuitously form the house within a large
day school to develop a feeling of belonging. Without such
physical bases the development of a house system feeling is
very difficult; makeshift meeting places instead of house
rooms or house blocks emphasize the unrealistic side of the
house system."8

Pounds, in his study of the house system..concluded that a

strong house system almost alsrays-sad.physical- units. around -which.

it could build its activities.

It may be helpful for those who have not had the chance to

visit a school with a house block to study sample plans of two

buildings: to note placement and physical set up. The first plan

comes from Skelmersdale Comprehensive School, a large institution

with 2000 pupils, in Lancashire. The floors shown coma from one of

several "teaching blocks" in the school and indicate how one floor

(ground floor in this case) is organized exclusively for house use.

It is occupied by two houses with separate facilities but sharing a

kitchen. Cn the floor above, cloveby, are classrooms for in-

struction in required subjects - often taught to pupils in the house

by house tutors and housemaster/mistress.

The second plan shows the Portishead Comprehensive School

in Somerset with rather similar facilities arranged in a slightly

different fashion. Each house contains 150 pupils and is served by

one housemaster/mistress and 5 house tutors.

8 Tbid. p. 227
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Floor Plan l

9
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Floor Plan TT
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The organisational system of the comprehensive school bas

tremendous tspact on the effeztiveness of the house system. Of

courant, where they choose to structure the school on bases other

than the "house" it does not matter, but when the house system is

the method of operation or one of the methods, how it is organized

is crucial. The amount of time, space, authority, facilities and

skilled personnel, are all factors of great- importance in how

successful the house-system coorbecome.

In some schools only routine tasks are given to houses and. -

as a consequence neither the teachers or the students take houses

very seriously. In other schools however houses play a meet im-

portant role in the school lives of its members. An example of how

a large (2000 students equivalent of-junior through senior high

levels) secondary school uses the house system as a corvective.for--"

size is seen in the following quotationsll

"The school is divided into eight Houses which are
located in four House blocks, two Houses to a block. Each
House has its own assembly hall and staffroom. The two
assembly halls can be joined to make one large hall for
lunch, House parties and dances. Approximately 250 child-
ren live in a house. jhey assemble as a unit in the House,
and eat as a House. They are looked after by some 12 or 13
staff and in so many ways they sees like a small school
within a school. The younger children have a strong sense
of belonging to a House and enjoy keen competition for
trophies."

11 Incorporated Assn. of Asst. Masters in Secondary Schools,
Teachin in rehensive Schools! A Second Report
Cambri ge, The UniveriWrress..1967) p. 42.



It is obvious that the problem of depersonalized education

in this big institution has been dealt with in such a manner as to

strengthen the feeling of group membership, encourage social contact

and provide for greater individual pupil-tutor contact. The house

system in this school is important to its total operation.

House System Organization

In order to understand the organization of the house system

it is necessary to appreciate the authority structure. The follow-

ing chart shows how each group ama_individual fite.togather.and

where responsibility falls.
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Authority Flow Chart for House System
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It can be seen that in this hypothetical school there arelour

houses each with a house master in charge. Because this is quite

a small school each house has about 100 students in it with three

house tutors under each housemaster. Prefects usually are responsible

to the housemaster. A senior faculty member acting as head of houses

is responsible for the total house operation, Be /she may report

directly to the headmastertaistress or in some cases to the deputy

head and so on through the chain of command to-the- Education Author- "--

ity,

There is often a "house committee" composed of housemasters

and the head of houses for the school. This group usually meets

periodically to deal with common problems of house operation. Rouse

tutors also find it is to their advantage to gat together on a re-

gular basis to pool ideas, share experiences, and face issues aris-

ing from their duties.

In some schools because of the counseling and guidance as-

pects of the house and its actual instructional functions, parents

and teachers have organized themselves into Rouse Parent Associations

rather than the more traditional Parent Teacher Association for the

whole school.

This chapter has focused on the general place of the house

system in comprehensive secondary schools. Reference was made to

types of organization other than the house approach. Sane back-

ground data on the extent of house systems in England was given and

a description of the physical orientatim a house facilities follow-

ed. Finally a flow chart showed a typical organization pattern for

a house system in comprehensive schools. The next chapter will deal

with what happens in a house--,Mhat it does.
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CHAPTER III

TUE HOUSE SYSTEM IN OPERATION

How'does the house function to satisfactorily fulfill its

role as a place where students receive personal attention, advice,

encouragement, discipline and where they feel secure and among others

whom they like and relate to? This chapter will outline how a house

is organized, the roles played by its leaders and some of the act-

ivities it uses to carry out its responsibilities. We will look at

what key people in house system do to support its operation. First

of all the headmaster /mistress.

The headmaster /mistress. The position of headmaster /mis-

tress in an English secondary school usually carries with it more

power than that of a high school principal in the United Staten. In

many ways he/she is autonomous in directing the progress of his/her

school. This is not to say that he/she does not consult staff on

most matters of importance, but the final decision 'Ivry often rests

with him/her.

In this connection the role of headmaster/mistress is

crucial to the function of the house system or even whether or not

the school will use that type of organization. If the head is

vigorously opposed to a strong house system in a given school the

chances are good that it would not be established or function

successfully. Conversely, if a head was greatly in favor of an ez-

tensive house system it would most probably set up and operate with

adequate resources..



The head has great power in deciding matters of function

for houses, amount of support in terms both of monetary matters and

staff time. Such questions as the nature of the physical plant

given tc house operations, should there be house dining facilities,

should housemasters be given separate offices and other similar

matters rest substantially in the hands of the head. In addition

to these basic considerations, the support given by the headmaster/

mistress to the day - to-day functioning of houses helps to determine

their ultimate success or failure. If he/she wants to open doors

the house will tend to flourish, if doors are closed the system will

wither.

Besides the essential role referred to above, the head,

often in conjunction with members of his staff - makes the placement

of students into various houses as they enter a comprehensive school.

This is done in such a way as to not only keep a house reasonably

heterogeneous but to keep various houses in balance in terms of

scholastic and athletic ability. When pupils are sent to a

comprehensive school, personal educational information accompanies

then. It is to these records that the head refers for background

in placing new pupils in houses for the needed balance. It is quite

obvious that the school headmaster/mistress plays a role of critical

importance in the success of house operation. The effectiveness of

the system also depends on another individual - the head of houses.

The head of houses. This person has direct general over-

sight over all matters concerning the operation of houses in a parti-

cular school. lie /she is generally appointed by the Head and selected



for his/her experience as a master and as a home leader with the

confidence of other housemasters/mistresses. He/she coordinates all

elements of the total house operation, oversees the work of individ-

ual housemasters, helps with in-service training of housemasters,

functions as chairman for the house committee, makes sure that

routine paperwork is completed, expedites a constant flow of

information to individual houses and in general acts as a "trouble-

shooter" for the house system of the school. He serves also as.a

liasion between the houses and the formal instructional wing of the

school, that is, the academic departments.

Housemaster/mistress. If any link in the chain is more

crucial than another it may be the housemaster/mistress. Within

the little community known as "the house" his role is leader, plan-

ner, counsellor, trainer of tutors, dispenser of justicb, keeper of

records and general factotum for the welfare of the group. If the

house system is to play a vital part in school operation, house-

masters must function well.

These leaders are appointed by the headmaster/mistress

generally from those teachers who have had experience as tutors and

whose peroonality and mental qualifications point to success with the

duties involved. They are often given an office of their own, paid

more then otl-trs and teach lighter loads. Yet the work involved is

such that .given w10:: these considerations most are overworked. In

American high scho0 role considerations they would be thought to be

a combination of assistant principal (administration and discipline),



guidance-counsellor (educational and personal cot-Isellor) extra

curricular adviser (setting up social events, sports activities, etc.),

teacher (supervising tutor groups and instructional sections) and

school social worker (contacts with parents).

This above would be true only if the house is an important

part of the school operation. If it is weak of course the duties

of the housemaster are correspondingly less demanding.

Since the housemaster has such an encompassing and important

role in house operation it may be revealing to note in rather general

terms the duties of office. This list is more.susgestive than ex.

haustive.

1. Train novice house-tutors

2. Train Bead boys/sisal and/or prefects

3. Oversee maintenance of student files

4. Take care of routine administrative paperwork
(These duties will be examined in more detail
shortly).

5. Administer regular house functions, i.e. appoint
tutors to oversee dining room, playground duty,
house assemblies, sports activities, house evening
social events, etc.

6. Interview and counsel with individual students in
his/her house

7. Interview parents whose children are having some
kind of difficulty at school

8. Act with other house masters as a house council for
the whole school

9. Act as liasion with tutors and top school administra-
tors to keep flow of information going in both

10. Dispense discipline if needed - although often the
first line in this regard is the department head in
who's department the misbehavior has taken place.
Ultimate responsibility for discipline lies with the
headmaster /mistress.
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11. Lead individual house council made up of house
head and tutors in planning activities for whole
houses and in dealing with common problems

12. Lead and often plan weekly house assemblies

13. Maintain relationships with agencies outside the
school such as chile. welfare groups, educational
psychologists, police, etc. This is often done
in conjunction with the head of houses and head
master /mistress.

14. Other duties which may be peculiar to given
situations.

House Tutors. Associated with the housemaster/mistress in

house operation are tutors. They act as a team and no matter how

dedicated and knowledgeable the housemaster may be, unless the house

tutors ore doing their job well the house will not be effective.

The tutor is in direct contact with the students through

his tutor group of roughly 30 pupils. Sometimes, if the tutor stays

at the school in the same capacity for several years a student would

have the same tutor or his/ter entire secondary school career.

The house tutor has the responsibility for pastoral care and

guidance for his small group. There is close liasion with the house

master by both formal and informal marl. The tutor ideally becomes

a person with whom each pupil in his/her tutor group has a special

relationship. The tutor takes a genuine interest in each individual

and acquaints himself about the pupils' interests, skills, separa

tions, family background, jobs and any information which would be of

help in advising. The responsibilities of the tutor cover every

thing concerning children in his/her group. He/she is responsible

for the general welfare of the members of the group and plays an im-
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portant part in their development as individuals. Be/she is the

one constant factor in the child's school life and forms the link

between "impersonal" authority and the child. These are rather

general statements and are important in trying to delineate the

tutoro role. To further focus on a tutors activities may contribute

to an understanding of what he /she does to further the house program*

House tutoro generally undertake the following tasks:

1. Meets with each pupil in his/her group on a formal
basis for progress reports and status checks

2. Confers with students on an informal basis to build
relationship and afford a less structured forum
for counseling

3. Attends to the paperwork for his group, i.e. marks
attendance register, keeps pupil record cards up -
to -data, makes personal reports to parents, etc.

4. Supervises a section of the house dining room

5. Checks and initials homework done in the house

study area

6. Gives out school notices and publicizes school
activities

7. Ensures that each child wears the school uaiform
sad is equipped for the day's work.

8. Takes an interest in each boy/girl in the tutor
group making sure they are able to core with the

work. The tutor makes sure to have an up-to-date
picture of each Childs school situation - success
and problem areas.

9. Is knowledgeable about the extra-curricular
activities and out of school doings of his/her
group and encourages involvement in school and

other activities.

10. Holds meaningful discussions in the tutor group.
There is generally no limitation on the topics
covered although subjects will most often be re-

lated to school affairs.
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11. Makes a great effort in the direction of personal

counseling and tries to form a meaningful. con-
structive relationship with each individual iu
the group.

12. Is responsible for the discipline of the pupils
in the tutor group. This is carried off in the
light of good personal relationship, hopefully,
and is as often support as punishment.

13. Plans and carries out group activities - sports,
social and educational

14. Trains house prefects or monitors in their duties

A final comment comes from an experienced tutor to whom

the writer spoke in a large London comprehensive school. "Tutoring",

he said, "is at least as important as teaching a subject".

House Prefects - The last group of persons who are directly

involved in house operation are students themselves. They are

variously referred to as house prefects or house monitors, and are

Chosen by the house staff, usually from the 5th rorm (11th grade).

Their duties involve assisting housemasters/mistresses and tutors

with routine work and helping to maintain decorum and discipline

among younger house members. When chosen the prefects are often

expected to declare their promise to fulfill their duties before

the entire house. Generally each house tutor has a prefect or

monitor to assist him/her and several have expressed to the writer

their dependance on them as a means of coping with their tutor

groups.

House Activities - Up to this we have been concerned with

the roles and duties of the people who are involved in making the

house system work. Let us now examine some of the activities

which are carried out in a typical house operation. Included here

are items properly classified as administrative function as well as



those directly involving students.

Pupil Records and Paperwork - The maintenance of current-and--

complete records and pupil information files is vital to the suc-

cess of the house system. This work falls to the housemasters/

mistresses and tutors. They not only fill in regular data but

actively seek out all types of information which could be helpful

in the process of pastoral care. While houses vary in the amount

and detail of the records kept, the followitlg list-couLrbe-typical

of the material kept in a strong house system.

1. House Tutors Confidential Leg - a cumulative record
by the pupil's tutor on each young person in the
tutor group.

2. House Tutor's Record - contains marks and comments
by epecialiet teachers on each pupils work and
attainment.

3. House Tutor's Evaluation - summary of the tutors
opinion of each pupils all-around development, act-
ivities, committee membership, sports activities, etc.

4. Head of House Parents Re rt Comment - remarks by
the housemaster mistress on the quality of behavior
and achievement as communicated to each pupils parents.

5. Pupils School Record Folder

a) Pupils School Record Card - courses taken, marks
received, absence reports, etc.

b) Parents Reports - letter markaarod-vritten
teachers evaluations of puvils work.

c) "Pro Formas" on pupils - personal information sheets
age, address, other personal data on students and
family background



d) Copies of important communications among
house staff, parents, counsellors and head-
master/mistress dealing with the pupil.

Other data may be kept by houses in various schools but this

could be considered fairly representative. The maintenance of

these files is the responsibility of the housemaster / mistress and

constitutes an important part of his/her work.

Games - Sports competition among houses constitutes a prominent

feature of house life. Indeed in some schools it represents the

only real activity in which the house engages. The type of sport

may vary widely depending on at dent interest, facilities available

and coaching skill represented in the house staff. Those more

commonly found are soccer, rugby football, cricket, basketball,

track, swimming, field hockey and chess. Because of the nature of

the loyalties in some schools inter house competition may be keener

than among schools. One varsity soccer coach in a Coventry com-

prehensive school, in speaking to the writer maintained that almost

invariably when a pupil was a member of both house and school teams,

he exerted greater effort for the house than the school in games.

Records are kept by the schools and at the end of the year prises

are awarded to the champion house in particular sports as well as

best house in overall sport.

Academic Competition - Rouses vie with one another not only

in games but in the arena of intellectual effort and achievement.

"Points" are awarded by teachers to pupils who exceed what wou)A1

wnmanbeectedofozmroftheirabnitez. This tends

to eliminate unfair competition between slow, average and brilliant

students. If a pupil writes a theme or completes an assignment

which, in the judgment of a teacher, constitutes a first clime

effort he/she could be awarded, for example, two house points.
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This is communicated to the housemaster/mistress and the head of

houses to be added to the total point score for the pupils house.

At year end prizes are given to best academic house. Students

making outstanding effort are also recognized.

Some schools not only give merit points but, if the case

warrants it, demerits can also be imposed. This reduces the house

point total and is thought to be a motivational factor in both

academic achievement and behavier. The peer pressure brought upon

individuals by housemates to help the house by accumulation of points

or at least not incurring demerits can be a factor in pupil behavier

and scholastic effort.

Discipline - Matters of pupil misbehavier are often handled

by the house staff. If the indiscretion takes place in the class-

room the individual teacher and possibly the department head deal

with it. If it is serious or repeated it is reported to the student's

tutor who informs the housemaster/mistress. If punishment is felt

necessary, detention and non-physical means are handled by the

tutor or house leader. Physical punishment, if given, is usually

administered only by the deputy head or headmaster/mistress. Some

English authorities feel this disciplinary aspect tends to inhib!t

the effective relationship between pupils and house staff.

Community Improvement - Another activity rather commonly found

is that of working for community welfare. House groups may under-

take to help improve the environment by cleaning up areas in the

locality, streams or badly littered neighboraoods. Collection
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of food and sweets for elderly persons or needy families may be

carried on at Christmastime. Fund raising for worthy charities

may be handled by house groups. Points for such community service,

are often given and "best house" prizes for this activity are

awarded.

Socializing and Intellectual Activities - Other enterprises

frequently a part of house programs are social or educational in

nature. During assemblies speakers are invited to share their views

with the students or debate on issues of importance. Field trips

may be taken to centers of cultural, educational, social or sports

interest. House socials are held at school with a variety of formats.

These may vary from the simple card or chess night to an elaborate

dinnerdance or theater party. Such events afford leadership oppor-

tunities to =awl Lils in planning and execution as well as broad-

ening the horizons of house members and helping to cement the sense

of belonging and camaraderie needed for a successful house.

Tutor groups, while part ef the house, held activities of

their own. These occasions are often similar in type to what is

done on the all-house level. They offer an even more intimate

setting for interpersonal relationships_experiences to develop.

This chapter has been devoted to a description of the roles

of house leaders and a summary of activities common to many house

systems. We will next 'turn to a consideration of the "pros" and

"cons" of the system as it appears in comprehensive schools.



CHAPTER IV

THE HOUSE SYSTEM- ITS STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

"It is the heart and soul of this school".
(comment by one headmaster)

"I wouldn't touch it with a 14 foot barge pole"
(comment by another headmaster)

The subject of the house system in comprehensive schools,

to the mild surprise of the writer, has turned out to be a most

controversial matter. Strong feelings in favor are matched by

equally violent sentiments against with all variations in be-

tween the two extremes. Reaction, of course, has been condition-

ed by each individual's personal experience with the system. Vir-

tually nothing in the educational process is regarded as an un-

mixed blessing by all participants and this is certainly true of

the house system.

The merits and demerits as given here have been gathered

from many sources. The literature on the subject has often been

written from a subjective point of view either favorable or against

and contains numerous "pros" and "cons". Reactions gained by

speaking to headmasters/mistresses are also included. In addition

written comments supplied by respondents to the questionnaire

sent out by the writer are quoted where. appropriate.

The personal feelings of-the wziter.will be kept out of

this treatment as much as this is possible. The readeris reminded



of thesis stated early in this paper: The house system has some-

thing to offer American secondary schools toward making education a

more personal and individualized process. The purpose of this

monograph is to examine the house system objectively dealing with

it as it is, applying no whitwash or placing it im an unduly

favorable light. With this sentiment an record let us proceed to

list statements favorable to the house system.

Arguments Su orting the

1. "It places the individual. It gives him a meaning-
ful existence. An Upper, Middle and Layer School
does not do this. Housemaster and tutor try to
remove the problems which hinder the full develop-
ment of the child" 12

2. "It provides a social unit of reasonable size,
within whlch individual pupils can find dignity,
security and a sense of belonging to a group with
a corporate identity and demanding loyalty from
its mesbers".13

A third statement from the same source reflects the general

feeling of the membership of the organization publishing the report ....'

and refers to the controversy about the need for purpose built struc-

tures for effective house operation.

3. "Special buildings cr ordinary buildings......
the experience of our members is that a good house
shows its power in better behavior from happier
boys who devel9p talent and personality in a re-
warding way".14

12 Incorporated Association of Assistant Masters in Secondary
Schools, Teachin in Co rehensive Schools: Apecond Report
(Csbridge, e varsity Press, p. 43

13 Ibid.

14 Ibid., p. 44
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Another quotation which deals, albeit rather tangentially,

with a supposed shortcoming of the house system:

4. "The artificiality of the original division
(into houses) is naturally the chief drawback to
such a system: but it is wonderful how quickly a
house spirit begins to show itself and of course
everything is dame to foster such a spirit." 15

The pastoral-individual relationship between pupils and

house leaders is emphasized in this statementirr-the, hesdmestor of a

large comprehensive school.

5. "A stable home bane is established for the pupil by
the house head and his team. There is concern for
the welfare and progress of pupils in their charge
and the opportunity is provided for each pupil to
bring his/her tr9ubles to a member of the staff
who will care".1"

The following points are not direct quotations but para-

phrase ideas often raised in favor of the house system.

6. It presents an opportunity for social grouping in
a mixed age environment. Most students spend a
good deal of time in their own age group while in
classes - houses are made up of pupil, of varying
ages and can therefore widen the social milieu of
students.

7. A further broadening of social contact is provided
by the heterogenous mixing of pupila from differ-
ing social background and academic aptitude which
in a "strewed" (homogeneously grouped) school
might not occur.

8. Students not only establish a close relationship
with a member of be school staff (house head or
tutor) but this can continue over a period of
several years since they usually remain in the
same house during their school career.

15 Cyril aorwood and Arthur Hope, The Hi her Education of B e In
England, (London, John Murray, p.

16 Albert Rowe, The School As A Ouideul22Timity,-(1011, Pearson
Press, 1971)
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be found

dents to

comments:

feelings

In a house system' individual abilities -are-res.
cognised earlier and their development facilitated;

10. behavior problems can also be diagnosed as they
appear and corrective action can be taken

11. Cooperation among members of the staff increases---
on behalf of the individual pupils - responsibility
cannot be shifted to othimand es a consequence
interest and. cmneetn rises.

12.. Student-Involvement in extra-curricular activities
grows as a result of MIlialatr .growpa-andlskaa cop. -"

-potition for places.

13. Leadership-opportunities are greater as positions

are spread among fever pupils in houses and tutor

groups.

14. The headmaster/mistress is able to concentrate more
exclusively on matters of policy since some of the
routine administrative function is taken by house-
masters/mistresses and heads of houses.

15. Disciplinary control is Improved because student
anonymity is lessened through membership in house

And tutor groups where each student is known well.

16. Wotivation for activities, academic, social and
athletic is enhanced by competition among houses.

17. Younger students receive an identity in the larger

school from belonging to a smaller component with-

in it where they are known..and. cared about.

The reader is referred to the appendix where a section can

which Includes remarks on the house system by the respon-

the survey. It is divided into three parts; "cements pro",

contra" and "conemts about" the home system. Personal

-are expressed. and additional arguments "for" and "against"

are listed.

posit ion to The Rouse Spits

Because of the controversial nature- of tbs-bousewisteit,

educational literature contains points: raised .asst. this-iipprosch.
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to pastoral care. The following list summarizes a nueber of the

criticisms to the use of houses in comprehensive schools. Again,

as in the preceeding section, no order of importance is implied

by the placement of ideas.

1. There is a tendency to separate the 6th Form and --

the 1st Fore from a house because of "special needs",
leaving the 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th Forms to sake. up
the house, -Thia,reducee,itsleterogeneity,and
consequently one of its strengths.

2. The practice of piling on house duties without
really allowing instructors enough relief time
from teaching. frustrates the individual re pre-'
vents him/her from doing either job well."

3. Whether or not it is really necessary to have a
purpose built school for houses to operate
effectively is a matter of lively discussion. It
is a fact that in a number of articles on the sub-
ject, writers have argued strongly that without
what they consider adequate facilities, the house
system cannot function efficiently.

4. Unless properly handled, the house might be identi-
fied in the minds s-of utudents.as a-purely disciplin-
ary device.

5. Because in house operations it is usual to give
leadership roles to older pupils, the younger ones
feel they have little chance for such positions.

6. House groups are often purely ...facial units separ-
ated from the formal teaching-learning structure.
It has been argued that these areas should be
blended so that the housemaster/mistress and tutors
are seen by housemombers as teachers as well as
guidance personnel.

7. Mnch acti%!ty in houses arises from competition
among groups and individuals. This emphasis can
be taken to extremes, leading to harmful effects on
sensitive students.

17 Some support for this argument comes from two sources: The
writers survey found that about 1/3 of the schools did not light-
en housemasters/mistresses teaching load. The same situation
was discovered by Caroline Bean and Brian Simon. omit., p. 222..
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8. The stress on house activities and house loyalty
can lead to the house becoming much more important
than the school in the eyes of students.

9. The qualifications of housemasters/mistresses to
handle rather sophisticated counseling of students
has been questioned. They have been called
"enthusiastic amateurs" who could do more harm
than good if they view themselves as counseling
psy%7hol9gists.

10. Serieus question has been raised as to whether or
not the spirit and concept of the "house can be
implanted in the state operated comprehensive school
Especially doubtful are some who haw known the
special relationship which often existed between
housemasters and their "boys" and among members
of a house in private boarding schools. One head-
master of a London comprehensive school put it this
way, "A house system in a day school----has tended
to be a weak, artificial imitation of the real pur-
poseful organization of the public (private)
school"18

In attempting to evaluate the points raised in favor or

opposed to the house system several issues can be mentioned.

1. Many of the conclusions have been drawn on the
basis on one persons experience. It is common to
generalize from individual, first-hand encounter
but frequently a more complete picture can be ob-
tained by counsulting a member of others in similar
ciroamstances.

2. A good deal of what has been mitten critical of
the house system, may result from a misuse of the
basic concept or its application in a situation
where difficulties would.prec14da much chance of
success. The basic idea is sound, but because of
a shortage of staff, lack of proper facilities, or
other problems, the execution has not matched the
plan.

18 Caroline Benn and Brian Simon, ,op. cit., p. 226



3. Some reactions concentrate on one or another
supposed weakness of the system, and because of it,-
wish to discard the whole program - thus throwing
the baby out with the bath water.

4. In all the comments the choice is never between As
house system and no pastoral care plan. Some heads
prefer the year plan, school plan or a combination,
but always the concern for taking care and interest
in the individual is evident, although sometimes
through differing means.

5. Some heads have used a rather eclectic approach in
combining systems, adapting what is best from sever-
al plans and fitting it into progranto satisfy
a particular situation.

6. Finally, of course, many have been convinced by
sound, rational reasons plus personal experience
that one pastoral care system is superior to
another.

One basic commitment, however, rings throughout all that Is

written on the subject as well as the responses received from the

heads who answered the questionnaire survey. It is the feeling

that the welfare of the individual child is important and that mass

education need not mean the depersonalization of learning and

anonymity of pupils in large schools. If this can be accomplished

in English education it _can a2,.:0 be achieved in American school:



ClIAPTER V

THE DESIGN or THE SURVEY STUDY

For a study of this nature, ia which the current status of

an institution or practice in education is under examination,

information is often gathered by means of a questionnaire. The

writer is aware of the pitfalls of such a procedure and has taken

measures to reduce the shortcomings of the approach. Care is

exercised in making generalizations and the means employed to secure

the data will now be explained in some detail. In most cases the

data is reproduced so that each reader will be free to make inferences

from the information provided.

Ta completing the study, several steps were followed to

accumulate background and perspective which led finally to the

actual survey itself. These stages will now be described so that

the progress and structure of the investigation can be more clearly

understood.

STEP I - PERSONAL BACKGROUND

The writer, after making numerous visits to England and living

there several years, has had an opportunity to observe many schools

and confer with a good number of heads and teachers. This experience

has broadened his perspective and given a breadth of opinion helpful

in dealing with the subject. In addition, his older son spent a year

in a house, which resulted in such a positive and herful influence

on his development, that its potential for American schools became

obvious.

STEP II - THE LITERATURE ON THE SUBJECT

In order to become familiar with what has been published about

the house system in comprehensive schools, the writer used two



important sources of such information. First, the Library -of the--

Department of Education and Science, Elizabeth House, York Rd,

London, was en excellent repository of relevant material on the

general subject. Second, the Library at the National Foundationfor.

Educational Research in England and Wales at Slough, Surrey, also

contained much that was useful. This organization has done a good

deal of reseach on many aspects of English education including

comprehensive schools. In both places staff kindness and helpfulness

were of the highest order.

The amount of specific, factual information obtainable,

was not actually very great however. While the studies done by Monks,

and Benn and Simon were very worthwhile, they dealt with the broad

subject of the comprehensive school. As a consequence, the emphasis

on the house system VAS not heavy. Other books tended to center on

personal experience with house systems and included philosophical

statements on them by masters and heads.

An American, Ralph Pounds, under a grant from the United

States Office of Education, studied the house system in 1968, but

nowhere could a copy of his work be found.

STEP III, VISITS TO COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOLS

The writer has been priviledged (not an overstatement!) to

visit many secondary schools and talk to headmasters/mistresses and

teachers about house operation. While no individual schools will

be identified, the areas can be mentioned; Bristol, Ipswich, Welwyn

City, Stevenage, Coventry, Guildford, Inner London and several

London Borough Authorities. Much that was helpful came through

- 52 -
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these contacts, not only in hearing about the theoretical basicof,

the house system, but in understanding the day-to-day problems of

operation and observing houses in action and noting building

facilities.

STEP IV - QUESTIONNM.: SURVII"7 ON THE STATUS OF THE HOUSE mrs4 IN
IMsirtirterascCtoen,

Following these preliminary stages of general information

gathering more specific data was sought. The instrument used for

this was a questionnaire designed to discover two types. of-knowledge,.

The first involved not only.desographic data but eNtracteristics of

house operation. The second dealt with some attitudes and opinions

of the headmasters/mistresses on the house systesi.

The method of sampling will now be described. The "frame"

used was a list of all the comprehensive schools in England and

Wales issued in 1973.
19

Since only English schools were polled the

total list was not made use of. This publication indicated the

education authority in which the schools were located, the enroll-

ment and whether the stools were co-ed or single sex.

A 122 sample was determined to be adequate and was selected

on the following basis.

1. Stratified - The schools were categorized on the
basis th.; were mixed, boys or girls
schools. Of the total comprehensive schools in
England, 1638:

141 (8.61%) vIre boys schools
134 (8.18%) were girls schools

1363 (83.21%) were mixed schools

19 List of Comprehensive Schools For England and Wales - 1973
epartment of cat on an Science, I 11D n
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2. Proportionalized - A 12% sample of the stratifica
tion 10;;;;77444727t4sult in a total sample of 198

question forms sent to boys schools, 15
senr to girls schools and 167 to mixed schools.

3, Randomized - To insure a completely chance selec-
tion, all the schools listed in the frame for
each category (boys, girls, mixed) were numbered.
The actual choice was made using a table of random
numbers.20

A list of schools to be polled was made up from the frame on-

the stratified, proportional and random manner noted above. 198 in-

stitutions were identified as' possible recipients. of the questionnaire

Before the sample could be taken, however, the Chief Education Offic-

er for each district in which a selected school was located, was

required to give hie permission for contact to be made. Since 77

education authorities were involved, letters were mailed to the

chief officers requesting approval and including a copy of the

questionnaire. Affirmative replies were received from the great

majority as noted below:

Number of approvals requested 77

Number of approvals granted 65% (84.412)
No reply or refusal 12 (15.59*

The geographic spread is indicated by the following two

maps.

20 G. W. Snedecor, S,atisticelliethods 5th Ed. Table of Random
Numbers, (Ames, ac,T------itatIolowollege Press, 1956)
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Since some of the schools on the original sample could not

be used because of the refusal of the Chief Education Officer from

the district involved, the sample was modified. Instead of 198

questionnaires initially scheduled, 164 were mailed out thus chang-

ing the original sample from 12% to almost exactly 10% of the total

universe. The following table will show comparisons between the

first and second (actual) samples.

ORIGINAL
SCHOOLS Wink

Mixed

Boys

Girls 16

Total

TABLE II

SAMPLE COMPARISON

SAMPLE
PERCENT.

COMPREHENSIVE
SCHOOLS

ACTUAL SAMPLE IN ENGUND
NUMBER VIM

165 83.332

17 8.59%

8.08%

135 82.31% 1363 83.21%

14 8.55% 141 8.612

15 9.14% 134 8.18%

198 164 1638

It can be seen that the actual sample corresponds very

closely to both the original sample proportions and also to the

universe of comprehensive schools.

The next table will indicate the nature of the return

percentage received from the mailing.



TABLE III

SAMPLE-RETURN COMPARISON

scaoots
ACTUAL SAMPLE RETURNED QUESTIONNAIRES

Mart PERCENT.Filwanat PERCENT

Mixed 135 82 :12 118 85.502

BOYS 14 8.552 10 7.252

GIRLS 15 9.142 10 7.252

TOTAL 164 138

The pattern of response percentage in the various categor-

ies is very similar not only to the sample, but to the universe.

The total percentage of replies *mounted to 83.132 which falls

well within the limits allowing inference. The assumption can

fairly be made, therefore, that what is true of the sample can be

said also to represent an accurate reflection of the universe of

comprehensive schools in England in the Spying of 1974 when the

survey was made.

STEP V - QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY ON ATTITUDES OF PUPILS IN COMPREHEN-
SI S 00 OW OUS SY

In order to supply an essential dimension to the picture

of the house system in comprehensive schools, the feelings and

conceptions of students were solicited. Because of the importance

of the personal element in any house, no matter how well organized

or how elaborate the physical facilities, the whole operation could

break down through lack of human involvement. As a con*quence,

the issue was taken directly to those concerned and pupil attitudes

measured.

- 58 -
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A questionnaire was constructed and tested with students.

A sample was chosen by writing to those headuasterehd.streases who

completed the original questionnaire and had a house system in

their schools. They were picked at random with no effort to select

those with extensive house operations only.

A sample of 500 was decided upon as one which would provide

a valid insight on student thinking on houses. In the cover letter

tie heads were asked to select a representative group of their pupils.

Thirteen school officials were approached with this request and ten

agreed to cooperate. The plan was to send 50 questionnaires to each

head to be distributed to pupils from all form levels and a variety

of social and academic bscAgrounds. Nine headmasters/mistresses

followed through and 455 student responses were received. Every

form is represented in the returns by at least 10Z of the total.

Whether or not this is an actual reflection of the real proportions

in each form of comprehensive schools is unknown to the writer. The

one disappointment in the returns lay in the fact that no response

was received from a girls school. Even with this caveat in mind it

appears that a good deal of reliance can be placed in the data as

giving a reasonably accurate reflection of pupil attitudes toward

the house system in their schools.

The writer has tried to show in this chapter that care

was exercised in the design of the study, the construction of the

questionnaires and the sampling techniques used so that reliance

can be placed on the information presented in the next chapter.



CHAPTER VI

RESULTS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEYS

In this chapter what has been learned from the responses

will be reported. The answers on each completed form were trans-

ferred to punch cards and the data tabulated. To make the informa-

tion gathered more easily understandable it will be presented in

two parts.

Part I - Replies from school administrators about the

characteristics and activities of their house systems, will be given

together with a compilation of their attitudes toward various as-

pects of the system.

Part II - Responses by pupils in comprehensive schools

will be presented, dealing primarily with their feelings concerning

the house system as they have experienced it

Each of these two sections will be handled as follows:

1. The questions will be listed as printed on the
questionnaire with group totals reported in tables
below each item.

2. A summary of the replies will be made with inter-
pretation if needed.

For the most part the meaning is abvious and the answers

are clear and straightforward.



PART I

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS ON HOUSE SYSTEM IN COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOLS

TABLE IV

1. In which county, borough or other education authorityls-yamr
school located?

CITY BOROUGHS

Barking (London) - 1
Bernet (London) - 2
Barnsley - 1
Birkenhead - 1
Birmingham - 1
Bootle - 1
Bradford - 4
Bristol - 4
Coventry - 1
Croydon (London) - 2
Darlington - 1
Doncaster - 1
Ealing (London) - 1
Enfield (London) - 1
Exeter - 2
Gateshead - 1
Haringey (London) - 1
Hillingdon (London) - 2
Kingston - Upon - Hull - 2
Leeds - 3
Liverpool - 3
Luton - 1
Manchester - 5
Meru= (London) - 1
Newham (London) - 1
Norwich - 2
Redbridge (London) - 1Rochdale - 2
Sheffield - 3
Southampton - 1
Stoke - On - Trent - 2
Teesside - 1
Waltham Forest (London) - 4
West Bromwich - 2
Wigan - 3

COUNTY BOROUGHS

Berkshire - 3
Cornwall - 1
Cumberland - 3
Derbyshire - 6
Devon - 1
Dorset - 1
Essex - 6
Glowcester - 3
Hampshire - 3
Hereford - 2
Hertford - 9
Huntington and Peterborough - 1
Kent - 2
Lancashire - 7
Leicestershire - 4
Lincoln (Lindsey) - 3
Northamptonshire - 1
Northumberland - 1
Nottinghamshire - 1
Oxfordshire - 2
Shropshire - 1
Somsroet - 3
Suffolk (East) - 1
Suffolk (West) - 1
Suttees (West) - 1
Warwickshire - 2
Yorkshire (East) - 1
Yorkshire (North) - 1
Yorkshire (West) - 1

NO ANSWER - 1

TOTAL 165 TOTAL 72

GRAND TOTAL 138
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TABLE V.

2. Is your school a mixed, boys or girls school?

NUMBER PERCENTAGE
118 85.507
10 7.246
10

Mixed School
Boys School
Girls School 7.2a----------

TABLE VI

3. What is the enrollment of your school?
NUMBER PERCENTAGE

500 or under 9 6.521
501 - 1000 62 44.927
1001 or over 67 48.550

TABLE VII

4. Do you have a house system in your school?

Yea
No

NUMBER PERCENTAGE
82 59.420
56 40.579

TABLE VIII

5. Are there other types of organization in your school?

NUMBER PERCENTAGE
No 23 28.048
Year S stem 25 30.487
Lower -middle -upper

School 17 20.731
Other 14 17.073
No Answer 3 3.658
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TABLE IX

6. What is the approximate size of the houses in your school?

Under 100

13171567---
201 - 250
251 - 300
301 - 350
351 - 400
401 - 500
Aboire 500

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

2 2.439
14 17.073
23 28.048
15 18.292
15 18.292
9 10.975
2 2.439
1 1.219
0 0

TABLE X

7. What facilities do houses have separately for their own
operation?

MORE THAN ONE ANSWER RECORDED IF APPLICABLE

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

Common Room 14 17.073
bluing Room 20 24.390
Assembly Room 25 30.48Y
Locker Space 16 19.512
Housemasters Office 39 47.560
Other facilities 13 15.853
None 22 26.829

TABLE XI

8. Is your school "purpose built" for the house system?

Yes
No
No Answer

NUMBER
12

68
2

PERCENTAGE
14,634
82.926
2.439



TABLE XII

9. Do housemasters/mistresses receive a reduction in-teaching
load?

NUMBER PERCENTAGE ..
Yes 46 56.097
No 31 37.804
No Answer 5 6.097

TABLE XIII

10. If "yes", how much of a reduction (approximately)?

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

5% 3 6.521
10% 13 28.260
15% 13 28.260
2d1r 3 6.521
25% 3 6.521
30% 4 8.695
3 13.04
No Answer 2.173

TABLE XIV

11. Do housemasters/mistresses receive additional pay?

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

Yes
No
No Answer

46
31

5

56.097
37.804
6.097



TABLE XV

12. If "yes" approximately how much additional pay?

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

5%
10%
15%
20%

4

4

1
4

8.695
8.695
2.173
8.695

25 7

30% 15
N.A. 11

1 1
32.608
23.913

TABLE XVI

13. Which of the following activities do the houses in your
school engage in?

MORE THAN ONE ANSWER RECORDED IF APPLICABLE

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

Taking school
attendance 44 53.658

Keeping routine pupil
information 44 53.658

House assemblies 64 78.048
Sports activities 75 91.463
Tutor group social
activities 30 36.585

Rouse social activities 45 54.878
Formal teaching of re-
quired subjects 12 14.634
Informal academic
tutoring 14 17.073

!mpil counseling 42 51.219
Parent conferences 34 41.463
Others 18 21.951



TABLE ,XVII

14. What are the duties of the housemasters/mistresses in your
school?

mom THAN ONE ANSWER RECORDED IF APPLICABLE

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

Discipline of students
in his/her house

Oversight of pupil
records & files
Dissemination of infor-
mation to students 44

Relationship (interviews
& counsels) with

49 59.756

45 54.878

53.658

4352.439
Counsels students 4 4 .7 0
Trains house tutors 36 43.902
Oversees planning for
house social activities 51
Refers pupils to social
service personnel out-
side school when
needed (psychologist- 36

social worker)
Other 30

62.195

43.902

36.585

TABLE XVIII

,....11.1

15. Does your school have prefects cr house captains?

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

Yes
No
No Answe

58
20
4

70.731
24.390
4.878

TABLE XIX

16. If "yes" are the prefects or house captains chosen from
6th Form, 5th Form or both?

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

6th Form only 13 22.413
5th Form onl 18 31.034
Both 5th & 6th Form 19 32.777
Other 8 13.793



TABLE XX

17. In your school are there any groups which are NOT included
in regular multi age houses?

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

Yes
No
No Answer

13
65
4

15.853
79.268
4.878

TABLE XXI

18. If "yes" do any of the following groups have special houses?

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

1st Form
2nd Form
1st & 2nd Forma to-
_sether
6th Form

3 23.076
15.884

1
7

7.692
53.846

TABLE XXII

19. Are house tutors assigned to a group entering the school
and do they follow them through until they leave school?

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

Yes 33 40.243
No 28 34.146
Other plan 13 15.853
No Answer 8 9.756



BESV COI VIMOE
TABLE XXIII

20. If there is a "personality clash" of serious proportions
between a pupil and a housemaster/mistress, 1a it possible
for a pupil to be changed from one house to another?

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

Yes 57 69.512
No 14 17.073
Other plan 4 4.878
No Answer 7 8.536

TABLE XXIV

21. Does the same hold true for pupils in tutor groups - can
they be changed from one to another for "personality clashes"?

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

Yes 58 70.731
No 8 9.756
Other plan 2 2.439
No Answer 14 17.073

TABLE XXV

22. Does the house system i7 your school use a system of
competition among houses?

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

Yes 76 92.682
No 4 4.878
No Answer 2 2.439

- 68 -



TABLE XXVI

23. If "yes" what types of competition are involved?

MORE THAN ONE ANSWER RECORDED IF APPLICABLE

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

Academic
Sports

Social behavior (in
school)

Help to the
community

Other

30
75

36.585
91.463

17 20.731

14
17

17.073
20.731

TABLE XXVI/

24. Is there competition among individuals in the school for
merit points as well as for house points?

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

Yes
No
Other
No Answer

18
62
0

21.951
75.609

0
2 2.439

TABLE XXVIII

25. Are demerits given for unusually poor work or anti-social
behavior?

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

Yes
No
Other
No Answer

15
62
2

18.292
75.609
2.439
3.658

-69-
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TABLE XXIX

26. The house system in your school could be considered in
which of the following categories?

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

STRONG
(Many social, sports,
academic and counsel-
ing activities with an
active, interested and
Able house staff) 34 41.463

AVERAGE
(Some guidance, social and
sports activities with a
variety of interest and
ability toward house act-
ivities among house staff

20 24.390

WEAK
Tiered mainly as an att-
endance checking and in-
formation disseminating
device organized act ivi-
ties confined mainly to

ames
No Answer

22
6

26.829
7.317

TABLE W

27. Do you feel the house system is a valuable device for pastoral
care if given enough time and space for its activities?

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

Yea 63 76.829
No 11 13.414
No Answer 8 9.756

-to-
76



TABLE XXXI

28. Do you feel that other ways of organizing a comprehensive
school have more value than the house system?

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

Yes 28 34.146

No 37 45.121
No Answer 17 20.731

TABLE XXXII

29. If "ves" which of the following do you favor?

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

Year system 22 26.829

Lower-middle-upper
school 7 8.536

Other

.Na....
2 2.439

No answer 51 62.195

-71-
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TABLE =III

30. Nhich of the following "weaknesses' ascribed to the house system in
educational literature do you feel are serious?

MORE THAN ONE ANSWER RECORDED IF APPLICABLE

It fosters too much of a competitive
irit in the pupils of the school

It tends to put house loyalty be-
fore school loyalty

Only a few pupils have the oppor-
tun-Ity for leadership roles in
the house

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

8 9.756

7 8.536

6 7.317

15.853

43 52.439

57 69.512

16 19.512

8 9 756

13 15.853

10 12.195

3 3.658

Nearly all leadership roles are
given to older students (5th and
6th form) 13

Not enough time is given from
teaching duties for a housemaster/
mistress and house tutors, to do
a goodlob.

In schools NOT purpose built for
houses the system functions poorly
because of lack of space for house
aerations. =1114.11.W.I.IMIN

There are not enough trained, ex-
perienced and interested people to
4r.t as housemasters /mistresses and
house tutors.

The house system is an artificial
importation from private grammar
schools which is alien to compre-
hensive education.

Since the 1st formers are usually
bewildered and lost and the 6th
formers are often blase' and unin-
terested in house matters, the house
really consists of only 4 year levels
(2-5 forms).

In the minds of many pupils the house
system is associated with discipline
and therefore the pastoral counseling
aspect 21isdifficicoure.

Other

- 72 -
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TABLE XXXIV

31. Which of the following "strengths" ascribed to the house systemin
educational literature do you feel are especially noteworthy?

MORE THAN ONE ANSWER RECORDED IF APPLICABLE

.111.

It provides an opportunity for stu-
dents to be put in leadership as
officers of houses

It encourages motivation among pupils
who can strive not only for personal
achievement but for the advancement
of the house as well./.

It provides a wide opportunity for
social contact among pupils of vary-
ivs_ages.

It insures that at least one person
in school (tutor) will know the
pupil and will care about his/her
roblems and ro ress.

It provides a "home base" within
a larger school where the pupil
feels known and secure,

er.....111..0m.11.

The tutor can act as a "friend in
court" for a pupil who gets into
trouble with school officials or
civic authorities.

It offers a chance to participate in
group roles, whether on house com-
mittees or house athletic teams
which might not be available to as
many pupils on a school-wide basis.

It insures that at least two people -
housemaster and tutor will work to help
the pupil solve problems which hinder
his/her full development.

There is a continuity of counseling
and expanded opportunity to know
students well when the tutor follows
a _group through for several years.

Because pupils feel they are known by
housemasters/mistresses and house
tutors there is more effective control
of mils.

.11=1111,

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

28 34.146

31 37.804

42 51.219

49 59.756

42 51.219

32 39.024

46 56.097

44 53.658

38 46.341

31 37.804
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TABLE XXXIV, CONT.

NUMBER PERCENTAGE
iriEeie is streaming in the school
the house system with its mixed ability
base, may provide the only opportunity
for children to meet others of varying
social backgrounds and academic apti-
tudes 33 40.243

Other 4 4.878

TABLE XXXV

32. From your experience with it, what is your immediate reaction when
"house system" is mentioned?

Highly favorable

Favorable

Uncertain

Unfavorable

Highlmunfavorable

Other 1 1.219

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

27 32.926

30 36.585

14 17.073

4 4.878

0 0

No Answer 6 7.317

TABLE XXXVI

33. Would you be in favor of keeping the house system in comprehensive
schools based on your own experience with it?

NUMBER PERCENTAGE
.

Yea

=nol
64 78.048

No 7 8.536

Other 4 4.878

No Answer 7 8.536

-74-
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TABLE XXXVII

34. Position of person completing this form

WIRER PERCENTA(E

Headmaster /mistress 95 68.840

Assistant Headmaster /mistress 12 8.695

Nouemmaster/mistress 4 2.8^3

Assistant Housemaster/mistress 0 0

House tutor 1 .724

No Answer 26 18.840

SUMMARY OF REPLIES

What can be induced from this data on the house system as it exists

in English comprehensive achools? The following statements are supported

by the information shown in the preceeding pages.

1. There is a house system of one type of another in the
majority of comprehensive schools. (59 4- Z)

2. It is often supplemented by or combined with other kinds
of pastoral care structures, notably the year (30 + %)
or school system. (20 + %)

3. Houses vary considerably in size from less than 100
pupils to over 400, but nearly all (93 + %) fall between
100 and 350 and almost two thirds (63 + %) contain 250
or fewer.

4. Most schools were not built with the house system in mind
and, aside from the housemasters office (47 +1), a sizeable
majority (69 +1) are not operating with much in the wmy
of special house facilities.

5. Housemasters/mistresses commonly (56 + 2) teach lighter
loads.

6. They are also likely to receive additional salary (56 + %)



7. House respon:libilities include many duties from dealing
with administrative details such as taking attendance
(53 + 2) and keeping routine pupil information (53 + 2)
to pastoral care involving pupil counsel (51 + and

parent conferences (41 + 2). The most commonly found
house functions and sports (91 + 2), house assemblies
(78 + 2) and social activities. (90 + 2 including both
tutor and house social functions).

8. Houses generally operate with prefects or house captains
(70 + 2) who are chosen from either 5th or 6th Form
(32 + %) or 5th Form only (31 + I).

9. In most schools the houses include all ages within the
school (79 + 2) with a few systems which separate 6th
and/or 1st Forms into their own houses.

10. Pupils may usually be changed to another group if a
serious "personality clash" occurs with the housemaster/
mistress (69 + 2) or the tutor (70 +

11. Competition among houses is nearly a universal feature
(92 + 2) with sports constituting the most common type
(91 + 2) and academic competition found in only about a
third (36 + 2) of these schools.

12. Individual competition among pupils for merit or house

points is not widespread. (21 + 2)

13. The house system in most schools is characterized as
either "strong and active" (41 + 2) or "average" (24 + 2)
with only a minority (26 + 2) rated as "weak ".

14. Close to a majority of the respondents using the house
system (45 L 2) feel it is the most effective way of
organizing their schools while a third (34 + 2) believe
other approaches have more value.

15. Two serious weaknesses are identified as lack of time
from other duties for housemasters/mistresses to enable
them to do a good job (52 + 2) and poor facilities in
schools not purpose built for the house system (69 + 2)

16. Many of the generally acknowledged strengths of the house
system are endorsed by those completing the questionuaire
with the root popular being the pastoral relationship
between the individual pupil and the house tutor (59 + 2)
ane the opportunity for wide participation in group roles
for pupils possible in the house setting.

-76-
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17. Most respondents with a house system have positive
reactions to it, either "highly favorable" (32 + %)
or "favorable" (36 + %) with only a few being "unfavor-
able" (4 + %) or "uncertain". (i7 + %)

18. The overwhelming majority (78 + %) favor keeping the
house system based on their experience with it while
only a small group (8 + 2) feel it should be abandoned.

19. Two thirds of those completing the questionnaire identi-
fied themselves as headmasterstnistressee (68 + %)

In conclusion it appears that the house system is alive and reasonably

well in the majority of comprehensive schools. The feelings of the 40 + %

of school authorities without house systems are not included in this-report -

because it was felt that those now using the system would be in the best

position to make judgments about it. Many comments were written by the

respondents and from them and the answers to the items reviewed above it

is clear that the house system, despite problems, is functioning in a

manner which is Amisfactory to those responsible for its oeoration.



PART II

PUPIL RESPONSES TO TESTIONS ON THE HOUSE SYSTEM IN COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOLS

TABLE XXXVIII

1. In what form are you presently?

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

1st 48 10.549

2nd 47 10.329

3rd 107 23.516

4th 98 21.384

5th 93 20.439

6th 48 10.549

No answer 14 3.076

2. What is your sex?

Female

TABLE XXXIX

Male

No Auger

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

193 42.417

248 54.505

14 3.076

TABLE XL

3. What type of comprehensive school do you attend?

NUMBER PERCMITAGE

Boys 46 10.989

Girls 0 0

Mixed 395 86.813

No Anewer 14 3.076



TABLE XLI

4. Do you.hold any office in the school?

Yes

NUMBER

54

PERCENTAGE

11.861

N 386 84.835

No Answer 15

TABLE XLII

5. If "yes" what is the office?

"Main Office" - 2

Inquiries - 2

Secretary - 3

School Council - 2

Librarian - 3

Prefect - 22

Box Office - 1

House Captain - 5

Games Captain - 4

3.296

Student Representative - 1
Board of Governors)

Miscellaneous - 3

TABLE XLIII

6. Do you hold any office in your house?

Yes

NUMBER.

65

PERCENTAGE

lIo

No Answer

368

22

14.285

80.879

4.835



TABLE XLIV

7. If "yea" what is the office?

Games Captain - 20

House Secretary - 5

Prefect - 17

Vice Captain - 1

House Captain - 4

Head Boy - 1

House Sports Official - 1

Run Tuck Shop - 1

Washing Pots - 1
("an office is an .office! ")

House Committee - 6

MiscellaLeous - 1

TABLE XLV

8. What activities do you participate in through your house?

PERCENTAGE

More than one answer recorded if applicable

NUMBER

Games 305 67.032

Academic Competition among Houses 103 22.637

Social Activities 99 21.758

Community Service Activities 75 16.483

Other 73 16.043

None (or NA) 53 11.648

TABLE XLVI

9. Do you feel your house master /mistress knows you reasonably well?

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

Yes1-mwmirmon..
No

273

Don't know

No Answer

63

60.000

13.846

98 21.538

22 4.835
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TABLE XLVII

10. Do you feel your house tutor knows you reasonably well?

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

Yes 327 71.868

No 39 8.571

Don't know 61 13.406

No Answer 28 6.153

TABLE XLVIII

11. What are ymir feelings toward your housemaster/mistress?

PERCENTAGE

More etriFiWriZ74;iWC7aiaIriiFfraigti

NUMBER

He/she likes me 76 16.703

I like him/her 189 41.538

1 respect him/her 231 50.769

I am afraid of him/her 14 3.076

He/she has my best interests at heart 108 23.736

His/her main duty is to discipline
those in his/her house 127 27.912

He/she is too busy with ,then duties
to have enough time for house
activity 30 6.593

Other 18 3.956

XLVIV

12. What are your feelings toward the activities carried on by your house?

MORE ThAN ONE ANSWER RECORDED IF APPLICABLE

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

Thlzare interestin 188 41.318



TABLE XLVIV (CONT.)

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

There is plenty of variety in
activities 190 41.758

Competition among houses through
games is worthwhile 206 45.274

Competition among houses through
academic activities is worthwhile 63 13.846

Only a few have a chance to partici-
pate in house activities 61 13.406

Only a few have a chance to be
leaders 88 19.340

Other 15 3.296

TABLE L

13. What are your feelings about the pastoral care of your hcu,a?

PERCENTAGE

MORI; THAN ONE ANSWER REr')RDED IF APPLICABLE

NUMBER

I take school problems to the house-
masters/mistress or house tutor 145 31.868

I receive helpful advice on school
problems. 154 33.846

I take personal problc= to the
housemaster/mistress or house
tutor 29 6.373

I receive helpful advice on personal
problems 49 10.769

The discipline given by the house-
master/mistress keeps me from
going to him/her with my problems 74 16.263

Other 43 9.450



TABLE LI

14. What is your feeling toward other pupils in your house?

MORE THAN ONE ANSWER RECORDED IF APPLICABLE

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

Generally I like them 284 62.417

I feel a loyalty to them as members
of my house 49 10.769

I feel the older pupils run the
house without much thought for
younger ones. 70 15.384

I feel a small select group of
pupils run the house without much
influence from the rest of the
house. 33 7.252

I get along with those my own age but
don't do much with those older or
younger than myself. 118 25.934

Other 15 3.296

TABLE LII

15. Do you wish you could change from the house you are now in to another
house?

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

Yes 42 9.230

No 374 82.197

Other 16 3.516

No Answer 23 5.054

-83-
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TABLE LIII

16. If "yes" why do you want to change?

MORE THAN ONE ANSWER RECORDED IF APPLICABLE

I don't like others in the house

my friends are in another house

I don't like my housemaster/mistress

T. don't like RI, house tutor

Other houses have more interesting
activities

Other

TABLE LIV

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

4 .879

26 5.714

6 1.318

1 .132

8 1.758

6 1.318

17. Does your house have a regular headquarters with common room and/or

dining hall?

Yes

No

Other

No Answer

NUMBER

250

166

15

24

PERCENTAGE

54.945

36.483

3.296

5.274

TABLE LV

18. If it does not have these house rooms - do you feel this hurts the

house operation?

NUMBER

Yes 99

No 136

No Answer

PERCENTAGE

21.758

29.890

220 48.351



TABLE LVI

19. What is your feeling about the size of your house?

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

Too big 41 9.010

Too small 45 9.890

About right 343 75.384

No Answer 26 5.714

TABLE LVII

20. Do you feel your house tutor should have had you in class to really

know you well?

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

Yes 146 32.087

No 73 16.043

Doesn't make an difference 203 44.615

No Answer 33 7.252

TABLE1LVIII

21. What is your feeling toward your house?

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

Great loyalty 106 23.296

Some loyalty 251 55.164

Little loyalty

No Answer

65 14.285

33 7.252
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TABLE LIX

22. What is your feeling toward awarding "house points" for individual
academic axcellence?

PERCENTAGE

MORE THAN ONE ANSWER RECORDED IF APPLICABLE

NUMBER

Good idea 209 45.934

Bad idea 64 14.065

Good and bad points about balance 47 10.329

It encourages me to work harder 172 37.802

It does not affect my effort in
school at all 115 25.274

TABLE LX

23. If you had the chance to "keep", "modify" or "do away" with the house
system what would be your decision?

NUMBER PERCENTAGE

Keep it as it is 316 69.450

Modify it considerably 63 13.846

Do away with it 39 8.571

No Answer 37 8.131
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TABLE LXY

24. If you answered "modify it", in the previous question how would
you like it changed?

More activities during dinner hour - 2

More widespread participation in house operation - for all students - 6

Houses smaller in size - 8

Do away with house assemblies 1

Houses larger -

Change house tutors frequently - 1

Have houses be for one year students only - 2

Teachers be more strict - 1

Younger pupils should have more say in house activities - 3

Building facilities for house activities should be larger - 4

Greater variety of house activities - 10

Reduce isolation from rest of school - 2

Made more personal - 1

Choose your own house rather than be assigned to one - 1

More autonomy for houses - 1

Suggestion box - 1

More non-athletic activities - 2

Athletics for the non-skilled - 1

Closer contact with pupils by housemasters - 2

Abolish it far 6th Form - keep it for rest of school - 1

Emphasis on competition reduced - 1

"House system is a manifistation of the egotistic aim of the capitalist

society"- 1



SUMMARY OF REPLIES

What are pupil attitudes toward the house system as they experience

it through attendance in a comprehensive school? The preceeding tables

have included many details of student feelings. In this section,

therefore, only a brief summary of the highlights will be undertaken.

1. Replies were received from a cross-section of the student
bodies of the schools. Respondents are spread over all
forms with no level represented by less than 10% of the
total group.

2. The percentage split between boys and girls answering the
questions show what might reasonably be expected to re-
present a close-to-average division of the total school
population (42 + 2 girls and 54 + 2 boys)

3. The pupil respondents came from boys schools (10 + 2) and
mixed schools (86 + 2) with non replying from girls schools.
While no conclusions will be drawn about girls schools the
fact that 193 girls in mixed schools did complete the form
indicates that female point of view is represented in these
results.

4. Only a small percentage of pupils responJing held offices
in the school at large. It is clear that the replies are
not biased by an undue loading with school leaders.

5. The same statement can 1.-;e made about house officers since
only 14 + X were involved in this manner.

6. By far the most popular activity sponsored through the
house systera was games (67 + 2) followed at a distance
by academic competition (22 + 2) and social activities.
(21 + 2) Only 11 + 2 either engaged in no activities or
did not answer the items.

7. Most students (60%) felt their housemaster/mistress knew
them "reasonably well" while 21 + 2 were not sure about
the matter. Only 13 + 2 believed their houaemaster/mistress
did not know them.

8. An even greater percentage (71 + 2) thought their house
tutors knew them "reasonably well". A small group (8 + 2)
felt they were not known by tutors and 13+ 2 were again
not sure.

9. Pupil feelings toward housemasters/mistresses varied but
in general were far more positive than negative. Half



9. cont.

(50 + %) of the pupils "respected" their house leaders
aad 41 + % "liked" them. Only 23 + % however, were con-
vinced that housemasters/mistresses had their "best in-
terests at heart". Hardly any (3 + %) indicated they
were afraid of tiv. house leader.

10. Attitudes expressed by pupils about house activities, while
positive, were not in the order of overwhelming approval.
41 + % lvalieved that they were "interesting and varied"
While 45 + % endorsed games competition among houses.
Oaly a few (13 + %) felt that house activities were avail-
able to just a small number of students or that leadership
opportunities were restricted. (19 + %)

11. A rather surprising reaction was received concerning the
pastoral care aspect of house operation. Less than one
third of the pupils (31 + %) took school problems to
housemaster/mistress or tutor. About the same number
(33 + %) felt they were given helpful advice on education-
al matters. Most students (93 + %) did not discuss per-
sonal problems with housemasters/mistresses or tutors.

12. Most respondents indicated reasonabl2 satisfaction with
their house situation. They generally liked the other
pupils in their house. The great majority (82 + %) did
not want to change to another house.

13. A large percentage (75 + 2) held the opinion that their
house was about the right size.

14. The pupils, for the most part, felt that it wcs not
necessary for house tutors to teach them in formal classes
to know them well; 44 + % were convinced that it male no
difference or (16 + 2) that :tt need not be a requirJuent.

15. The amount of devotion generated toward the house was
positive in nature (78 + %.overall) with 23 + 2 holding
'great loyalty" and 55 + % "some loyalty".

16. Nearly half (45 + 2) endorsed the concept of awarding
house points for individual academic effort while only a
small number (14 + 2) felt it was a bad idea.

17. More than two thirds of the responding students (69 + 2)
would keep their houses as they are with a few (13 + 2)
wishing to modify them and even less (8 + 2) expressing
the desire to do away with the system entirely.

The preceeding information indicates that pupils typically carry

a positive attitude about most aspects of the house system. The majority



take part in some activities, feel their housemaster/mistress and

tutors know them and often like or respect these leaders. Pastoral

care, on the academic level however, has not greatly impressed students

and has even less impact in matters involving personal problems. De-

spite this they like other young people in their houses, do not want to

change to another house, feel loyalty to it, and would not modify much

its operation.



CHAPTER XII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The comprehensive secondary school as conceived of in both

England and the United States is designed to provide education for

all the children of all the people in any school district. In practice,

because of economic and educational reasons many such institutions are

large, frequently enrolling more than 1000 students. Such mass educa-

tion is likely to result in a loss of attention to personal needs and

individual problems. Thus the gains achieved by setting up these

large and varied educational organizations with superior facilities

may very well be counterbalanced through the loss of student identity

in a large mass of youngsters.

The thesis of this paper is that the problem outlined here is

particularly severe in most sizeable American junior and senior high

schools and that the house system as operated in many English compre-

hensive schools offers a potential solution which can be adapted to

American conditions.

To begin this monograph a brief historic survey of the house

system pointed to its ancient origin in privately maintains, schools,

Itq continued use later in publicly supported institutions and finally

its adoption in comprehensive schools after World War II. The

features which have characterized the house system over many years

have remained fairly constant though often modified to fit changing

conditions. Common to moat systems are the following:

1. Division of students in a large school into smaller

component groups.

2. An overall adult leader appointed from the school staff
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as housemaster/mistress responsible for house operation.

3. Separation of the house into sections each under the
direction of a teacher as bouse tutor.

4. Competition among houses in varying areas, commonly
games and academic achievement.

5. Counseling of individual students on educational and
personal matters by housemasters/mistresses and tutors.

6. Provision of a hone base for each student where he/she
is known and cared about.

7. Use of older, responsible pupils as prefects to assist
adult leaders in house functions.

At the present time the type of pastoral care provided in English

comprehensive shcools is a natter of controversy. Opinion differs an

Whether the house system is more effective than the "school" or "year"

approach or a combination of several types of organization. There is

no question, however, about the need for some system of caring for in-

dividual needs in the schools. The method employed is often determined

by the feelings of the headmaster/mistress, and the type of building

and facilities available.

Since 1965 several general studies of comprehensive education

have included data on the house system. The results appear contradictory

in sore ways as pointed out in Chapter II. The writer believes that

mr::!.1 of this discrepancy is caused by the dynamic quality of compre-

hensive education. Many such schools have been built in recent years

with innovation as a keynote of their operation. Because of this it

would appear that the most accurate assessment of the situation would

tend to be the one made most recently. For this reason, and also

because of the care which went into the sampling of this survey, as



well as the high percentage of response received, it can be said with

confidence that what is true of the sample presents a reasonably accurate

reflection of many aspects of the house system in English comprehensive

schools.

The issue of whether or not a school needs to be purpose built

for house operation to be successful is still a controversial matter.

The great majority (82 + %) of schools in the survey which had houses

were not purpose built for the function. Despite this the respondents

classified their house system as either "strong" (41 + n or "averape".

(24 + Z) On the other hand they expressed the opinion that schools

not purpose built for the house system were seriously weakened because

of this lack. (69 + %) It appears that houses can function successfully

without extensive facilities but that their operation could be improved

considerably with more space.

House activities can be varied ard while some, such as sports and

assemblies, were very comon others involving pupil counseling and

social functions were found in only half the schools as part of house

function. This pastoral care aspect does not constitute as important

a part of the work of the house as is often imagined.

Muth of what has been assumed to be true of the house from ex-

perieace and past investigations has been shown to reflect the actual

si..uation. A general feeling of satisfaction and often enthusiasm for

the system was discovered among administrators and students whose

schools had houses. Despite this the writer received the distinct

impression that the potential of the system has not, in many cases, been



used to the maximum effect.

This should not deter American educators from considering a

program for dividing large secondary schools into smaller eomponent

parts similar to the house system. The values to be gained from such

a more, i.e., providing more leadership experience for students, giving

pupils a feeling of "belonging" in a school, encouraging a close

relationship to a caring adult with the attendant possibilities for

guidance and counseling throughout his/her academic career and the

opportunity to take part in social activities with small groups, and

all so manifestly great as to require serious attention by leaders

in American secondary education.
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Comments "Pro- the Rouse System

From the headmaster - large mixed comprehensive school-

"The house system within this school is confined to

competitive events with pastoral care being done basically on

a year basis, tlithin these limitations it is tremendously

successful in providing leadership and organizational opportunities

for pupils of all ages and in providing competition for pupils

below school standard. Tt Is also an pyepllont wdy of f4.0textlIR

pupil staff relationships."

From the headmaster - medium sized mixed comprehensive school:

"The house system is an essential part cf the organization of an

11 - 16 comprehensive school."

From the headmaster - medium sized, mixed comprehensive school'

-Some division of schools over 600 into smaller units is

essential - the all-knowing, all-commanding, all -comforting Read

is not viable in large schools. The upper-middle-lower structure

is probably necessary at the 1200+ level, but for the 60n - 900

range, I think the house system, with the mixing of ages and

abilities and the propagation of a simple corporate identity is

infinitely superior to the 'year' sytftem, wh.irh T find stel-iip

and lacking in continuity."



From the Headmaster - large, mixed comprehensive school.

"The house gives continuity of contact with parents which

the year system lacks."

Prom the Headmaster - medium sized, mixed comprehensive school-

"rtam personal experience, it enables all staff to feel

involved in the total work of the school. This tends to lead

to a far greater sense of responsibility and cohesion than with

other systems.

Tt should be emphasized that careful oversight of house tutorial

staff is essential, to see that all aspects of the work of tutors

is being maintained."

Fro' the Headmaster - large, mixed comprehensive school!

"Its (house system) strnegth lies in the community of care it can

provide, which is why my housemasters are deeply involved in

vocational and educational guidance as well as personal counseling."

From the Headmaster - medium sized, mixed comprehensive school,

.7 am convinced that at the grass roots a house system is

marginally better than a year system. I think there is more

scope on the staff side working within a house system. The staffing

ratio within the schools ts the critical factor c.ihatever system

of pastoral care is chosen."

From the Headmaster - large, mixed comprehensive school.

"It (house system) gives the virtues of a small school with the

resources of a large one."

rron the Headmaster large mixed comprehensive school:

An essential aspect of the life of this school."
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rrom the Headmaster large, mixed comprehensive school.

"The advantages here have far outweighed any possible

disadvantages."

7rom the Headmaster - large, mixed comprehensive school:

"It (house system) is at heart of the school's organizstion.

gathering together all the influences which work upon a child,

combating what is bad and helping him absorb what is good."

From the Headmaster - large, mixed comprehensive school-

A house system in some form is an essential in a large schol

if evefl child is to fulfill his/her potential."

COMENTS "CONTRA" THE HOUSE cYcTEM

From the Headmistress - medium sized, girls comprehensive school:

'The essential factor in a large comprehensive (school) is that

each child should feel he/she 'belengs' to a small group. I favor

the year system because.

1. Each group will be facing the same school problems at the

same time and teachers can concentrate on those problems.

2. The juniors can take office within their group.

3. There should be more security for shy girls if they are

with their contemporaries."

From the Headmaster -. medium sized, mixed comprehensive school.

The role conflict between house-staff and subject-staff is

always a potential difficulty."

From the Headmaster - medium sized mixed comprehensive school.

"A house system inevitably has a competitive element not

Fuitable to a pastoral unit."
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rrom the Headmistress - medium sized, mixed comprehensive school:

"Unless the school is purpose-built, the house system is an

imposition. Horizontal organization is logical and rational;

it has most of the advantages of the house system and few of

its disadvantages."

From the Headmaster - medium sized, mixed comprehensive school!

"Suffers from the weakness that it is difficult, except in the

largest schools, to link a house system with the curriculum and

teaching organization."

From the Headmaster - large, mixed comprehensive school:

"1 prefer NOT to have the house system:

(a) Because it is difficult to find 8 or more Heads of Houses

of real calibre. with 3 Heads of Schools, able men and

women are easier to find.

(b) Administration, and in some ways pastoral care, tend to

he fragmented in the house system."

From the Headmaster - large, mixed comprehensive school.

"For the past two years we have run on the year system because

felt the house system had the basic limitation that teaching

groups and administration groups were not identical."

CO1'1MENTS "ABOUT" THE HOUSE SYSTEM

From tho Headmaster - large, mixed comprehensive school:

"Provision of suitable buildings, to give House Area with

Assembly Hall, Dining Area. Social Area, 'taff Rooms and

Registration Points, is essential to full development."



From the Headmaster - small, mixed comprehensive school.

"1 ha..e indicated that I am very much in favor of the house system;

BUT it requires time - for both tutors and housemacters - not

easily available when staff is limited. It also demands acceptance

by staff-tutors and housemasters must work together and trust each

other. In particular, there is real danger of a clash between the

duties and status of Heads of Academic Departments and Housemasters.

Roth must he seen by all (staff and pupils) to have an equally

responsible position in the school:

From the Headmaster - large, mixed comprehensive school,

The house system, as with any system of pastoral care, depends

upon the enthusiasm, calibre and dedication of the staff concerned."

From the Headmaster - medium sized mixed comprehensive school:

"Any system or procedure which helps make it evident to a pupil

that he/she belongs to a "caring community" is importune.,"

From the Headmaster - medium sized, mixed comprehensive school!

"The school buildings must be suitable to enable each house to have

a geographical location within the school. Otherwise, your house

system is very artificial and never really meano much to vulvas.

Tf you have a house system, then you must have the "whole" system

and nothing but the house system."

lirom the Headmistress - medium sized, girls (LonOon) comprehensive
school:

"we find that a combination of the year and house systems gives us

the best of both worlds. 14e use the year system for all pastoral

care and discipline and the house system for everything rompetitive,

sports, music and drama festivals, etc.
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From the Headmaster - medium sized, mixed comprehensive school!

"If (it is) the basis of school organization and total thinking, it

will probably. be off to n goad start. If its role is limited

viz. pastoral only, diffusion and confusion may well nreyail, not

least among staff with dual role, i.e. academic and house."

From the Headmaster - medium sized, mixed comorehensive school:

"It Mouse system) is a useful device for dividing a large school

for social and pastoral purposes when one has divided the children

into "streans" or "bands" for teaching purposes. Tn this way,

house tutors can be given social groups of mixed ability.

If a school is not "streamed" or "banded" then the tutor growls

are mixed ability and it is Possible to operate a horizontal

system, i.e. year system or Upper/Lower School. Horizontal systems

are more workable day by day."
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I am seeking your help in a study of the house system in the comprehensive
schools of England. As a part of this study a survey sample of 10% of the
comprehensive schools has been selected on a random, stratified and
proportional basis. Your school has been chosen and a questionnaire -
opinionnaire is enclosed with the hope you will fill it in or ask someone
on your staff to do it. A stamped, addressed envelope is enclosed to
facilitate an easy return.

In explanation of this request let me provide some background. I am an
American engaged in teacher education and am currently on Sabbatical leave.
My interest in the house system arises from the need in large American
secondary schools to do more to personalize educaticn for each pupil. Our
school counsellors often know only the top students, or those who are most
troublesome while the greatmass in between remain rather anonymous. I

believe the house system has elements which could be adapted into many
American schools to help solve the problem mentioned above.

Permission to contact you has been given by the Chief Education Officer of
your area.

Knowing of the many calls on your time any help with this survey is most
gratefully appreciated.

American address:
R.B. Dierenfield Ed.D
Professur Education
Macalester College
St. Paul, Minnesota 55105
U.S.A.

Very truly yours,
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English address;
Dr. R.B. Diorenfield
109 Elgin Crescent
Kensington
London, W.11.



Questionnaire on House Systam

an Comprehensive S:tools

This questionnaire is devised to gather information about house systems in English comprehensive schools. The
ultimate aim is to discover those elements and functions which might be applied to large American secondary
schools to help make education there more personalized and individualized. In any published report of the findings
no mention will be made of particular schools or education authorities. Your willingness to bike time to complete
this questionnaire is greatly appreciated! A stamped, addressed envelope is enclosed for easy return.

Please put the letter of the correct answer by the space near number of the question. (This will facilitate
placing the information on punch cards).

1. In which county, borough or other education authority is your school located?

2. Is your school a:

(A) Mixed school

(8) Boys school
(C) Girls school

3. What is the enrollment of your school?

(A) 500 or under
(B) 501 1000
(C) 1001 or above

4. Do you have a house system in your schoco?

(A) Yes

(B) No

Please note:

If you do not have any kind of house system in your school do not answer the remaining questions as they
pertain directly to hoarse system operation.

5. Are there other types of organizations in your school?

(A) No

tb) Year system

(C) Lower, middle and upper schools
(D) Other

6. What is

(A)

the approximate size of the ht..Jses in your school?

Under 100
(B) 101 150
(C) 151 200
(D) 201 250
(E) 251 300
(F) 301 350
(G) 351 400
(H) 401 500
(I) Above 501
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7. What facilities do houses have separately for thei:r own operation?

(A) Common room
(13/ Dining room
(C) Assembly room
(D) Locker space
(E) Housemasters office
(F) Other facilities

S. Is your school "purpose built" for the house system?

(A) Yes

(8) No

9. Do housemasters/mistresses receive a reduction in teaching load?

(A) Yes
(9) No

10. If "yes", how much of 3 reduction (Approximately)?

(A' 5%

(B) 10%

(C) 15%

(D) 20%

(E) 25%
(F) 32%

(G) 35%

11. Do housemasters/mistresses receive additional pay?

(A) Yes
(B) No

12. If "yes" approximately how much additional pay?

(A) 5%
(B) 10%

(C) 15%

(0) 20%
(E) 25%

(F) 3C%

13. Which of the following activities do the houses in your school engage in? Check more than
one if applicable.

(A) Taking school attendance
(B) Keeping routine pupil information
(C) House assemblies
(0) Sports activities
(E) Tutor group social activities
(F) House social r...tivities.
(G) Formal teaching of required subjects
(H) Informal academic tutoring
(I) Pupil counseling

Parent conferences
(K) Others
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14. What are the duties of the housemasters/mistresses in your school? Check more than one if

applicable.

(A) Discipline of students in his/her house
(B) Oversight of pupil records & files
(C) Dissemination of information to students
(D) Relationship (interviews & counsels) with parents
(E) Counsels students
(F) Trains house tutors
(G) Oversees planning for house social activities
(H) Refers pupils to social service personnel, outside the school when needed

(psychologist social worker, etc).
(I) Other

15. Does your house have prefects or house captains?

(A) Yes

(B) No

16. If "yes" are the prefects or house captains chosen from 6th form, 5th form or both?

(A) 6th form only
(B) 5th form only
(C) Both 5th & 6th forms
(D) Other

17. In your school are there any groups which are NOT included in regular multi age houses?

(A) Yes

(B) No

18. If "yes" do any of the following groups have special houses?

(A) 1st form
(B) 2nd form
(C) 1st & 2nd forms together
(D) 6th form
(E) Other

19. Are house tutors assigned to a group entering the school and do they follow them
through until they leave school?

(A) Yes

(B) No

(C) Other plan

20. If there is a "personality clash" of serious proportions between a pupil and a
housemaster/mistress is it possible for the pupil to be changed from one house to another?

(A) Yes

(B) No
(C) Other plan
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21. Does the same hold true for pupils in tutor groups can they be changed from one to
another for "personality clashes"?

points?

(A) Yes
(B) No

(C) Other plan

22. Does the house system in your school use a system of competition among houses?

(A) Yes

(B) No

23. If "yes" what types of competition are involved?

(A) Academic
(B) Sports
(C) Social behavior (in school)
(D) Help to the Community
(E) Other

24. Is there competition among individuals in the school for merit points as well as for house

(A) Yes

(B) No
(C) Other

25. Are demerits given for unusually poor work or anti-social behavior?

(A) Yes
(B) No
(C) Other



Opinionnaire

Would you please indicate your opinions on the following items related to house operation?

1. The house system in your school could be considered in which of the following categories?

(A) Strong.

(Many social, sports, academic and counseling activities with an active, interested
and able house staff).

(B) Average.

(Some guidance, social and sports activities with a variety of interest and ability
toward house activities among house staff).

(C) Weak.

(Used mainly as an attendance checking and information desseminating device
organized activities confined mainly to games).

Comment (if any).

2. Do you feel the house oyster-, is a valuable device for pastoral care if given enough time
and space for its activities?

(A) Yes

(8) No

Comment (if any).

3. Do you feel that other ways of organizing a comprehensive school have more value than
the house system?

(A) Yes

(B) No

Comment (if any).

4. If "yes" which of the following do you favor?

(A) Year system
(B) Lower, middle and upper school
(C' Other
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5. Which of the following "weaknessess" ascribed to the house system in educational
literature do you feel are serious? List more than one if applicable.

(A) It fosters too much of a competitive spirit in pupils of the school.
(B) It tends to put house loyalty before school loyalty.
(C) Only a few pupils have the opportunity for leadership roles in the house.
(DI Nearly all leadership roles air given to older students (5th & 6th form).
(E) Not enough time is given from teaching duties for a housemaster/mistress and

house tutors to do a good job.
(F) In schools not purpose built for houses the system functions poorly because of

lack of space for house operations.
(G) There are not enough trained, experienced and interested people to act as

housemastors/mistres.ses and house tutors.
(H) The house system is an artificial importation from private gramma' schools

which is alien to comprehensive education.
(I) Since the 1st formers are usually bewildered and lost and the 6th formers are

often blaise and uninterested in house matters, the house really consists of only
4 year levels (2-5 forms).

(J) In the minds of many pupils the house system is associated with discipline and
therefore the pastoral couseling aspect is difficult to encourage.

(K) Other.

6. Which of the following "strengths" ascribed to the house system in educational literature
do you feel are especially noteworthy. List more than one if applicable.

(A) It provides an opportunity for students to be put in leadership roles as officers
of houses.

(B) It encourages motivation among pupil; who can strive not only for personal
achievement but for the advancement of the house as well.

(C) It provides a wide opportunity for social contact among pupils of varying ages.
(D) It insures that at least one person in the school (tutor) will know the pupil and

will care about his/her problems and progress.
(E) It provides a "home base" within a larger school where the pupil feels known

and secure
(F) The tutor can act as a "friend in court" for a pupil who gets into trouble with

school officials or civic authorities.
(G) It offers chances to participate in group roles, whether on house committees or

house athletic teams which might not be available to as many pupils on a school
wide basis.

(H) It insures that at least two people housemaster and tutor will work to help the
pupil solve problems which hinder his/her full development.

(I) There is a continuity of counseling and expanded opportunity to know students
well when the tutor follows a group through for several years.

(J) Because pupils feel they are known by housemasters/mistresses house tutors
there is more effective control a pupils.

(K) If there is streaming in the school the house system with its mixed ability base
may provide the only opportunity for children to meet others of varying social
backgrounds and academic aptitudes.

L) Others.



7. From your experience with it, what is your immediate reaction when "house system" is
mentioned?

(A) Highly favorable
(8) Favorable
(C) Uncertain
(D) Unfavorable
(E) Highly unfavorable
(F) Other

8. Would you be in favor of keeping the house system in comprehensive schools based on
your own experience with it?

(A) Yes

(B) No
(C) Other

9. Are there any comments you would care to make about the house system?

Position of person completing this form.

(A) Headmaster/mistress

(8) Assistant Headmaster/mistress
(C) Housemaster/mistress
(D) Assistant Housemaster/mistress
(E) House tutor

THANK YOU I



Pupil Questionnaire on the House System

In Comprehensive Schools

Please answer the following questions with your honest feeling about the house system in your school. The
information received will be used as a part of a study to acquaint American teachers and administrators with the
house system. There may be elements which American schools can adapt to help solve some problems they face. No
individual person or school will be identified in any report of this survey. Thank you very much for your help.

Put the letter of your answer in the space provided by the number of the question.

1. In what form are you presently?

(A) 1st
(B) 2nd
(C) 3rd
(D) 4th
(E) 5th
(F) 6th

2. What is your sex?

(A) Female

(B) Male

3. What type of comprehensive school do you attend?

(A) Boys

(B) Girls
(C) Mixed

4. Do you hold any office in the school?

(A) Yes

(B) No

5. If "yes" what is the office?

6. Do you hold any office in your house?

(A) Yes

WI No

7. If "yes" what is the office?

8. What activities do you participate in through your house?

(A) Games

(B) Academic competition among houses
(C) Social activities
(D) Community service activities
(E) Other
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9. Do you feel your house master/mistress knows you reasonably well?

(A) Yes

(B) No
(C) Don't know

Comments (if any)

10. Do you feel your house tutor knows you reasonably well?

(A) Yes

(El) No

(C) Don't Know

Comments Of any)

11. What are your feelings toward your housemaster/mistress? (Put all the letters which show
your feelings).

(A) He/she likes me
(B) I like him/her
(C) I respect him/her
(D) I am afraid of him/her
(E) He/she has my best interests at heart
(F) His/her mein duty is to discipline those in his/her house
(G) He/she is too busy with other duties to have enough time for house activities.
(H) Other

Comments (if any)

12. What are your feelings toward the activities carried on by your house?

(A) They are interesting
(B) There is plenty of variety in activities
(C) Competition among houses through games is worthwile
(D) Competition among houses through academic activities is worthwhile.
(E) Only a few have a chance to participate in house activities
(F) Only a few have a chance to be leaders.
(G) Other

Comments (if any)

13. What we your feelings about the pastoral care of your house?

(A) I take school problems to the housemaster /mistress or house tutor.
(B) I receive helpful advice on school problems
(C) I take personal problems to the housemaster/mistress or house tutor
(D) I receive helpful advice on personal problems.
(E) The discipline given by the housemaster/mistress keeps mc from going

him/her with my problems
(F) Other



14. What is your feting toward other pupils in your house?

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

(E)

(F)

Generally I like them
I feel a loyalty to them as members of my house
I feel the older pupils run the house without much thought
I feel a small select group of pupils run the house without
the rest of the house
I get along with those my own age but don't do much
younger than myself.
Other

for younger ones
much influence from

with those older or

Comments (if any)

15. Do you wish you could change from the house you are now in to another house?

(A)
(B)
(C)

Yes
No
Other

16. If "yes" why do you want to change?

(A)
(B)
(C)

(D)
(E)
(F)

I don't like others in the house
My friends are in another house
I don't like my housemaster/mistress
I don't like my house tutor
Other houses have more interesting activities
Other

Comments (if any)

17. Does your house have a regular headquarters with common room and/or dining hall

(A)
(B)
(C)

Yes
No
Other

18. If it does not have these house rooms do you feel this hurts the house operation?

(A) Yes

(B) No

Comments (if any)

19. What is your feeling about the size of your house?

(A)

(B)

(C)

Too big
Too small
About right

Comments (if any)
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20. Do you feet your house tutor should have had you in class to really know you well?

(A) Yes

(3) No

(C) Doesn't make any difference

Comments (if any)

21. What is your feeling toward your house?

(A) Great loyalty
(B) Some loyalty
(C) Little loyalty

Comments (if any)

22. What is your feeling toward awarding "house points" for individual academic excellence?
Put more than one letter if needed to show your feeling.

(A) Good idea
(B) Bad idea
(C) Good and bad points about balance
(D) It encourages me to work harder
(E) It does not affect my effort in school at all

Comments (if any)

23. If you had the chance to "keep", "modify", or "do away" with the house system what
would be your decision?

(A) Keep it as it is
(B) Modify it considerably
(C) Do awry with it

Comments (if any)

24. If you answered "modify it", in the previous question how would you like it changed?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELPI
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